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by Anne Pierson
HOYA Staff Writer

Thirteen students taking Intensive
Chinese III presented a petition Monday
to the department’s chairman, Michael
McCaskey, requesting the addition of a
second section of the class for the spring
semester.

“The size of the class is just too big.”
explained Andrew Abalahin (SLL ’91),
a co-sponsor of the petition.. Abalahin
-said that in an upper level, third year
intensive language class, enrollment
should be between ten and 15 students.
The current Intensive III class has 21
students.
Many students who signed the petition
said that the relatively large size of the
third-year class has made effective class
participation difficult.
According to statistics gathered by an
independent consulting firm that was
hired to review Georgetown’s language
departments, the number of Japanese
and Chinese language students is now at
an all-time high of 388. “The
Chinese/Japanese department and interest in these languages has grown
considerably over the past few years
with students from both [the School of
Languages and Linguistics and School
of
Business Administration],” said
one Chinese major.
Another student who is pursuing a

minor in Chinese said the number

which will make it almost 30 students,”

by Chris Brown

she said.
Currently, the Chinese/Japanese
department employs four full-time
professors for each language.
Students said they are hoping the
department will hire another professor
to keep up with the growing number of
students taking Chinese and Japanese.
Several students cited the retirement of
Professor Pao-Shuo Liang and the leave
of absence taken by Professor Dennis T.
Hu two weeks ago as being partially
responsible for leaving the department
understaffed.
Due to the apparent faculty shortage,
McCaskey said he plans to ask James
Alatis, Dean of the School of Languages
and Linguistics (SLL), for funds to be
made available to hire another professor

HOYA Senior Sports Editor

By a unanimous vote the National
Football League (NFL) yesterday
named Georgetown University graduate
Paul Tagliabue (CAS ’62) its new commissioner. Tagliabue succeeds Pete
Rozelle, who

ER

held the position

for 30

years.
The election by the league’s 28 team
owners followed the Thursday morning
endorsement of Tagliabue by a recentlyformed five-man committee at the
NFL’s

owners

meeting

in Cleveland.

Tagliabue, a Washington, DC attorney,
was selected over New Orleans Saints
President Jim Finks, the early favorite

for the position.
Rozelle formed the five-man committee Wednesday to make a recommendation to the owners by 9 a.m. yesterday.
The committee consisted of two Finks
supporters, Wellington Mara of the New
York Giants and Cleveland Browns

or pay a current staff professor to teach

the additional section.
In addition, Chinese and Japanese lan-

guage students said they questioned the
continued combination of the two languages under the auspices of one
department.
McCaskey said that in terms of funding, “it is in the best interest of the
department to remain joined because
funds are more available to larger
departments.”
Students said they are also concerned
that the hiring of temporary professors
in the department may affect the continuity of teaching. As one student said,
“a lot of professors are hired part-time

owner

Art

Modell.

Denver

Broncos

owner Pat Bowlen and’ Minnesota
Vikings President Mike Lynn supported
Tagliabue. The final member, Pittsburgh Steelers President Dan Rooney,

recently
legiance
“They
between

decided to change his alfrom Finks to Tagliabue.
were in charge of selecting
Finks and Tagliabue,” said Vin

Marino,

a representative

of the NFL.

“They came out [Thursday morning] endorsing Tagliabue. It was a unanimous

of students in the class will grow even
more next semester. “Roughly five or - or visit for only one semester, which
six students will be returning from
makes it hard to have continuity both in
and out of the classroom.”
studies abroad for the spring sémester,
and many of them will enter our class,
See CHINESE, Br 5
ign
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With the committee’s recommenda-

im Mangan

"tion, a vote
called later

Fall has come to Georgetown, and the nearby train tracks alongside the
C&O

Canal provide a pleasant selfing f for an afternoon stroll.

of the NFL owners
yesterday morning.

was
The

Paul Tagliabue in 1962.
selection of Tagliabue was announcedat
a news conference in New York gestern
day afternoon.
Tagliabue’s law firm, Covington aiid

Burling, is ‘the NFL’s principal outside
counsel,” said Jeff Pash, a partner with
the firm. “For most of the 1980’s, he’s r

been the principal counsel within the
firm.”
Pash said Tagliabue will have to sever
his relations with the law firm upon
making

the

transition

to

the

commissioner’s position.
Tagliabue has never played organized
football, and his main contact with the

See TAGLIABUE, p. 5
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Confusion Surrounds Adj udication Process
Procedure Combines Student Courts,Community Service to Discipline Rule Breakers
Safety officers and residentdirectors on cam-

by Amy Lundy

pus, and DC citizens in cases of off-campus

HOYA Staff Writer

Students caught breaking District laws or
Georgetown University regulations have one
week to prepare themselves for an unfamiliar
and seemingly ambiguous process known as
adjudication.
Laura Minor, co-chairman of the Adjudica-

tion Committee, said her job is “to see that
whoever has committed a particular offense
pays the community back in some productive
way and that [the offense] doesn’t happen
again.”
Many students are confused about the
process

itself, Minor

said.

Just because

a

student has been called in for a conference
with Minor doesn’t mean that person will be
adjudicated, she said.

According to Minor, violations “run the
gamut” from loudness in the dorms to physical violence. She said some of the most common

offenses

are

alcohol

related,

such

as

carrying an open alcoholic beverage outside
of a private residence.
The Office of Student Affairs learns of
student offenses from Department of Public

complaints, according to Minor.
On most minor first offenses, students are
called in to talk with Minor and given a
chance to tell their side of the incident, she
said.
However, Minor said that more serious

violations are handled differently. “If the particular violation is a second offense or a major
offense, adjudication is handled by administrative action or the hearing process,
depending on the offense,” she said.
During a hearing, a student will go before
a board

of

students,

faculty,

Approximately

70 people gathered

Tuesday in White Gravenor for the first

meeting of Hoyas for Choice, a new
pro-choice campus group, according to
Christy Green (CAS 90), co-chairman
of the group and president of the
Women’s Caucus.

Several calls protesting the meeting
were received by Student Programs
Tuesday afternoon, Green said.

Penny Rue, director of Student
Programs, said that some concerns about
Hoyas for Choice had been raised before
the meeting. “It’s something 1 would
have predicted,” she said.
Rue declined to comment further on
the matter.
Green said the group has formed “very
slowly and very carefully” on campus

over the past few months. However, she
said the large turnout at Tuesday’s meeting indicated to her that Hoyas for
Choice may attempt to become an officially recognized GU student organization.

stage

of mediation

the conflict

is still not

resolved, administrative or legal action is
taken.
Punishments handed down by the Adjudication Committee vary according to the
offense. A common form of punishment is
university-related work, such as ushering
campus events, envelope-stuffing, making
phone calls, or cleaning the Leavey Center.
When students are adjudicated for a more
serious, alcohol-related offense they are required to pay a fine that depends on the
severity of the violation, attend a two-hour
alcohol education course at the G.U. Hospital,

and write a paper on what they have learned

accepted onto the board permanently, and are
only dismissed if they commit a university
violation.”’
During the hearing process, “[whichever
party] files the complaint has the burden of

from the incident, according to Grant Hayashi

Minor

said.

‘‘Studenis

Hoyas for Choice Meets Amid Protest
HOYA News Editor

ad-

document evidence, call in witnesses, or do

‘whatever they need to do to make their case.”
The off-campus adjudication process involves mediation between neighbors and students in three different stages. If at the final

are

for the board,”

Students Organize
Pro-Choice Group
by Becky Buckman

and

ministrators. Approximately six students sit
on the board per semester and then rotate. Six
to ten faculty members, who are appointed by
the Faculty Senate for a two-year term, sit on
the board each semester.
“Students are openly invited to interview

proof [to establish that the other party is guilty],” Minor said. “Both parties [involved]

“I think with this amount of interest,

we have to,” she said.
At the meeting, Green and co-chairman Kelly McTaggert (CAS ’92) discussed plans for the group to become
involved in a city-wide effort by prochoice groups to counter the planned
activities of Operation Rescue, a pro-life
group, in Washington later this month.

(CAS ’90), who was adjudicated earlier this
semester.

In order to pass the Alcohol Education
Course, students are required to attend an

Inside:
Several alumni and other members of the Georgetown community have donated one million
dollars to endow a visiting
professor in honor of former College dean Royden B. Davis, SJ.
News, page 3.

One music lover’s account of
why high technology and rock
n’ roll don’t mix.
Viewpoint, page 7.

“We’ve been working with the Metro
D.C. Coalition for Choice,” Green said.

“They’ve had a College Outreach program for about a month.”
A fact sheet published by the National
Organization for Women (NOW) called
Operation Rescue “an extreme fundamentalist group which harasses and
intimidates women by illegally blocking
access to health clinics.” The sheet said
that the group “will hit an undisclosed
number of metro D C area clinics between Nov. 10 and 18 during their national campaign — DC Project: A Call
to Repentance and Reform.”
NOW, working with the College Outreach program and other area pro-choice
groups, has set up a task force to coorSee CHOICE, p. 5

Halloween is the biggest night of
the year on M Street in Georgetown. A preview of what the
bars and taverns are planning.
Entertainment, page 9.
It’s a big week for the Georgetown/Catholic rivalry. The
Hoyas crushed the Cardinals in
field hockey and soccer the past
two days. But now GU (2-5)
hosts Catholic (5-2) in football.
Sports, page 14.

alcoholics anonymous meeting in addition to
the two courses offered by the hospital, according to Hayashi.
“They [the counselors at the Alcohol
Education Program] asked me if I got drunk,
and if so how many times a week I got drunk.
They asked me if I had a history of alcohol in
my family, and they asked me if I have ever
used drugs.”
Hayashi said that while the program was
interesting and informative, offenders who
have simply violated the open container rule
should not be subjected to it.
According to Minor, the present adjudication process has been under review for three
years by a Disciplinary Review Board composed of faculty, students, and administrators.

An outline for the new process will be
distributed to the university community for
comment this spring, according to Minor.
According to Frank Tortorello (CAS 90),
co-chairman of the adjudication committee,
the revision process is a measure that needs
to be taken every few years. Tortorello said
“revision of adjudication is a good idea to
make sure everything is up to par.”

Photo by Michelle Syufy

Laura Minor, co-chairman of the Adjudication Commitee.

Endowment Fails to Make the Grade
proximately $8.4 million in 1988, or

by Sarah Bowen
HOYA

1.5 percent of total revenues. “Endowment income is rather small. We'd like

Staff Writer

Georgetown’s small endowment
caused its drop to 25th in a ranking of
American colleges and universities in a
recent U.S. News and World Report survey, according to Bob Morse, the
magazine’s chief economist.
“In resources, those schools [at the top
of the survey] have very big endowments. Your school does not,” Morse
said.
According to George Lasnier, assistant treasurer for the university,
Georgetown’s endowment as of June 30

was $241 million. Lasnier said that figure is up from $19 million in 1970.
Although Georgetown is making
progress in building its endowment, the
figure is still far below what it needs to
' be, said George Houston, vice president

for finance and treasurer of the university, in an Oct. 5 interview with The
HOYA.
Lasnier said total revenues generated

last year by tuition, federal research
grants, revenues from the hospital, interest from the endowment, and other sour-

ces totaled $544

million, which

the

university used to meet its overhead ex-

penses.
The endowment fund generated ap-

it to be 20 percent. of total revenues,”

said Lasnier.
At Yale University, which ranked
first in the survey, the endowment is
more than $2 billion, according to Cynthia Atwood, a science information of-

The survey did not examine diversity,
location, specific curriculum provisions,
extracurricular opportunities, or community involvement of the colleges and
universities. Matt Tucker, publicity assistant for U.S. News and World Report,
explained that “there are some intangibles that are impossible to account
for.”

ficer at Yale. The university earned $79
million in interest on its endowment,
which it used to help cover its $671

million budget in 1988, Atwood said,
According to Melvin Bell, main campus finance officer, tuition dependency
is 91.4 percent this year at Georgetown.
Tuition dependency measures the ratio
of tuition and fees to overall expenditures, Bell said. “Students pay for everything,” he explained.
Yale’s tuition dependency is closer to
50 percent, according to Walter Littell,
the university’s director of public information. “Every student gets half of a free
ride,” Littell said.

However, difficulties arise when
measuring the quality of schools in a
quantitative manner, according to
Morse. “We’ve gathered these statistics
in a more specific way than I’ve ever
heard of,” he said, admitting that “there
are some weaknesses in what we do. . .
we're not measuring output.”

The introduction to the survey in the
Oct. 16 issue of the magazine cited three
factors for academic excellence: “a
strong faculty that is both dedicated to
classroom teaching and is readily accessible to students; a student body com-

posed of bright, inquisitive and
energetic scholars, who are genuinely
interested

in

learning;

and

an

ad-

ministration that provides the necessary
financial support and institutional
leadership.”

Tucker said there was no correlation
between the three keys to academic excellence and the criteria used in the
magazine’s survey.
Georgetown had the lowest national
rating of the top 25 schools in three of
the five categories. The school placed
33rd of 204 schools in academic reputation, 66th in faculty quality, and 121st in
financial resources.
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Bill to Limit Beer Promotions

To Honor

Legislation Would Crack Down on Alcohol-Sponsored Events

Ex-Dean
GU Collects Funds

by Hal Polley
HOYA Staff Writer

In Tribute to Davis

The U.S. Senate last week passed an
amendment to a proposed drug bill that
would limit the role of beer and liquor
companies in sponsoring events on college campuses.

by Jennifer Delaney
HOYA Staff Writer

Several alumni and other members of
the Georgetown community have contributed nearly one million dollars to
endow a visiting professor in honor of
Royden

B. Davis, SJ, who

The bill will now go to the House of
Representatives for consideration.
The new restrictions, if passed by the
House, would limit the ability of beer
and liquor companies to advertise on
college campuses, and would prohibit
the encouragement of irresponsible consumption of alcohol.
Before the Senate passed the bill,
Senators Herbert Kohl (D-WI), Christopher Bond (D-MO) and John Danforth

retired last

spring as dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences.
John McDonagh, development director of university

relations,

said

the

endowment will fund a visiting professorship in the College of Arts and
Sciences in interdisciplinary studies.
The visiting professor has not yet been
named and will not be hired until an
additional

$500,000

is collected,

(R-MO) successfully fought to remove

ac-

cording to McDonagh. “The Royden B.

Georgetown recently established an endowment honoring Father Royden B.
Davis, S J, former Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.

Davis endowment, like all other endow-

ments, requires one and a half million
dollars,” McDonagh said. “The endowment is in the process of being collected;
it’s not yet complete. We need to have
all of the money before a faculty member can be hired.”
University officials expect to raise the
rest of the money before the end of the
1990 fiscal year. “We expect to have
sufficient gifts and pledges [to meet the
required one and a half million dollars]

after Davis

announced

his retirement,

‘according to McDonagh. “[The endowment]
was
to
recognize
his
achievements in his 23 years of service

as Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences,” McDonagh said.
Davis’ former classmates and other
Georgetown alumni initiated the endowment because “Father Davis was such a

popular figure on campus,” McDonagh
said. Wittleder added that “no one per-

by June 30, 1990,” said Betsy Wittleder,

assistant director of main campus public
relations.
;
The endowment was started shortly

son

started

the

endowment.

It was

started to honor Father Davis. We felt
that it was the best way to recognize his

achievements,” she said.

The university specifically designated
+ a chair in interdisciplinary studies due to
Davis’s interest in the field. “We felt
that the endowment of an interdisciplinary chair was in keeping with what
[Davis] had done and what he had contributed to Georgetown,” Wittleder said.

Davis is currently living in Italy and
will remain at Georgetown University’s
villain Florence until the end of the 1990
school year, according to the Dean’s
Office of the College of Arts and Sciences.

measures that would have prevented
beer and liquor companies from sponsoring events on college campuses.
The original amendment, which was
sponsored by Sen. Jeff Bingaman (DNM), was inspired in part by a statement
by former Surgeon General Everett C.
Koop, according to Ellen Copeland, assistant press secretary to Bingaman.
Koop had indicated that alcohol consumption by younger groups of people,
including the majority of college students who are under legal drinking age,
is a major cause of drunken driving incidents, Copeland said.
Bingaman apparently felt the major
beer and liquor companies play a role in
glorifying the use of alcohol among students when they sponsor concerts, ath-

‘letic events, comedians or various other

abusive or underage drinking,” said

forms of entertainment on college campuses nationwide, gccording to
Copeland.

Lambright, “but this statement goes too
far.”

Under the measure, schools must dis-

discourages producers of alcoholic

courage their campus publications from
printing advertisements endorsing alcohol consumption. Although the final
decisions will be left up to the publications themselves, penalties for noncompliance with the measures include
the withholding of federal funds from
the universities.
Senators Kohl, Bond and Danforth,

who each represent large beer-producing states, questioned the constitutionality of the original amendment
and

fought

to loosen

the restrictions,

according to John Liebowitz, legal
counsel for Kohl. “Restrictions like
those in the original proposal can easily
be interpreted as infringements on the
free speech rights of the beer and liquor
companies,” Liebowitz said.
Although the new form of the amendment is still likely to draw criticism from
various sources, including congressional factions and the beer and liquor
lobbies, Bingaman endorses the
modifications, according to Liebowitz.
“Senator Bingaman recognizes that the
language in the original amendment was
[too] broad,” Liebowitz said.
A statement released by Stephen K.
Lambright, vice president and group executive for Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc., sharply criticized the
proposal even in amended form. “No
one argues with sensible steps to combat

Former President Jimmy Carter will conduct a Town Meeting on Monday, Nov. 6 from 10-11:30
a.m. in Gaston Hall.
:
The Office of Student Programs, in coordination with the GU

Lecture Fund, will distribute 200

tickets to Georgetown students Friday, Nov. 3. According to a memorandum from the Office of Public’
Relations, 100-200 additional tickets may be available to GU students on the day of the meeting.
Carter and the former first lady, Rosalynn, will entertain questions following a short movie about

beverages from sponsoring events.

“At a time when federal funds to
higher education are decreasing, beer
advertising of collegiate sporting events

provides tens of millions of dollars in
badly needed revenue [to universities}],”
said Lambright.
Lambright claimed that many

al-

coholic beverage manufacturers are acting “aggressively” to discourage
irresponsible drinking among college
much discretionary rule making power
[to Congress].”
Aa |

If the bill passes the House, it will

likely have little effect on Georgetown

events. According to Alex Gershanik
(CAS ’90), immediate past chairman of
the Georgetown Program Board, GU
only has one or two events each year
sponsored by manufacturers of alcoholic beverages, and many of these do
not distribute or advertise the sponsor-

ing company’s product.

ir

Last year’s “Coors Light Comedy
Commandos,”

for example,

was

sub-

sidized almost entirely by Coors Light,
and entailed no alcoholic beverages or

advertisements of any kind. Only the

words “Coors Light” were attached to
flyers, posters and advertisements,
which

according

to the new

measure

would not constitute advertising.

1

overseeing the club.
Hurabiell said that she then made the decision to call for a second vote on Nov. 6, which the SAC
will oversee.

GU to Host Mass for Hostage

The Oct. 20 HOYA incorrectly
listed the 24th school in US
News&World Report’s ranking of

American colleges. The school
should be Washington University.

Dahlgren Chapel will host a Mass of Hope today for journalist Terry Anderson, who has been held
hostage in Lebanon for over four and a half years. The Mass, which will begin at 10 a.m., is sponsored

by the DC-based support group No Greater Love to commemorate Anderson’s 42nd birthday.

the Carter Center in Atlanta.

Relatives of Anderson and nationally-known journalists, including NBC’s Tom Brokaw, will speak

SAC to Oversee Dems’ Second Recall Vote “""**
The College Democrats will hold a second recall election of its president, Brian Jones (SBA ’90),

after allegations that the procedure of the original recall vote Sept. 26 was flawed.
The Student Activities Commission (SAC) had originally upheld the College Democrats’ decision
to oust Jones, after Jones revealed his position as undergraduate chief of the Stewards, a secret society
on campus.

However, ‘‘compelling evidence that there may have been room for impropriety’ in the election

Student Group to Host Craft Fair

The student-run organization Spring Break in Appalachia will sponsor Georgetown’s First Annual
Appalachian Crafts Fair Oct. 28 and 29 in Village C Formal Lounge.
The entrance fee and raffle revenue will fund an additional work team for the group, which volunteers

inin Virginia, ,NWest Virginia, KentuckyKy and Tennessee during spring break. Profits from the sales of

led the executive board of the College Democrats to issue a “‘collective decision’ to the SAC A ferafts will'sesve asthe erafters”winterincéme:
i ‘suggestinga second dlegtion; according, to. Marie Hurabiell ((€AS=192),: the! SAC
FALE

i
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identified the building in which the
Alumni Board of Governors held
its weekend meeting. The building
should be Copley.

The fair will feature live entertainment
and will begin at-10 a.m. both days.
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Smith Barney’s Corporate Finance Department
is soliciting resumes for our two year program

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
8

We invite the Class of 1990 to contact us before
December 1, 1989

CONTACT:
Mr. Basil A. Bliss

Recruiting Coordinator
Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
1345 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York
Financial Analyst Program

_

and

¥

10105

Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
Incorporated

\

students. In addition, Lambright said,
the amendment secks to “provide too

Corrections:

. .. HOYA Newswatch . ..
Carter to Hold Town Meeting in Gaston

The measure, according to Lambright,

i
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EN PROCTER ¢ GAMBLE NECESITAMOS

TU TALENTO

Estudiantes de ultimo afio que buscan una posicién
permanente y una carrera internacional y estudiantes de penultimo ano que estan interesados en practicas de verano en areas como Marketing, Finanzas,
| Ingenieria Ventas, etc. en Peru, Brazil, Chile, Colom1
bia, Guatemala, Jamaica, México, Puerto Rico,
Venezuela estan invitados a participar en esta
presentacion:

Hablaremos
tunidades

acerca de Procter & Gamble y las distintas
Oporque ofrecemos,
y compartiremos
un caso tipico
dentro de Procter & Gamble.

Jueves 2 de Noviembre
The Sheraton Carlton Hotel
(16th and K Streets, NW)
Potomac Feliroom
S5aip

Se serviran Eri esis
Vestiments Casual

(Que debes
Confirma tu participacidén
MBA Career Services
(Cindy

comunicarse
Services)

con

~

mas informacidén favor de
la oficina de MBA Career
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Pro-Choice
Students
Unite at GU
CHOICE, from p. 1

dinate training and briefing sessions
about tactics to use against Operation
Rescue at health clinics.
“We’re trying to get organized for this
onslaught,” said a NOW project staff
member active in the task force. “We
want to have a very strong pro-choice
presence at all of their [Operation
Rescue’s] rallies.”
The staff ‘member said one Georgetown student had attended one of
NOW'’s training sessions, which she
said advocated “non-violent” techniques in dealing with Operation Rescue
members at clinics.
Green said the trainees’ main goal was
“to help the woman get from her car to
the clinic.” She said several students

who attended the Tuesday meeting expressed interest in attending the training
sessions. NOW has eight more training
sessions planned, according to the fact
sheet.
The NOW staff member said college
students are good activists because
“they often have more time [to counter-/
protest]. George Washington [University] is really doing the best so far.
They’re getting a lot of people to the
training sessions.”
McTaggert said she has attended one
of the two meetings of D C area prochoice college groups that NOW and the
D.C. Coalition have organized. She said
students from American, George
Washington and Trinity, as well as one
student

from

Catholic

University,

at-

tended.
Anne Smith, director of public relations at Catholic University, said the
university did not officially recognize
any campus pro-choice group, and that
to her knowledge, none existed.
In addition, Green said Hoyas for
Choice will participate in an area-wide
boycott of Domino’s Pizza Nov. 2. Tom
Monaghan, the founder of the pizza
chain, contributed $50,000 to Operation

Rescue last year, according to Green.

As NFL Commissioner
Finks, on the other hand, has had exten-

However,

19 out of 28 votes were re-

quired to name a new commissioner, a
number that appeared to be out of reach
until the five-man committee made its
selection.
Rozelle announced his retirement over
seven months ago. He agreed at the time
that he would remain commissioner
until a successor was found. According
to The Washington Post, Rozelle was
beginning to tire of the extended length
of the proceedings. “I feel like I’ve already missed part of my retirement,”
Rozelle told The Post.
Tagliabue was a member of the varsity
basketball

team

at Georgetown

from

by Mark Tremmel
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown University Student
Association (GUSA) plans to meet with
Alice

Hall,

director

of investment

properties, to discuss the alcohol policy
as it applies to students living in
Georgetown’s investment properties
townhouses.
Investment properties are off-campus
houses owned by the university and
rented to Georgetown students much
like on-campus housing. The properties
are selected in the spring housing lottery.
“We plan to meet with Alice Hall at
some time in the next week and impress
upon her how silly [the policy] is,” said
GUSA representative Dave Wulf (CAS
’90). He said he felt the investment

said.
Whereas on-campus students are only
required to register parties of 40 or more
people, students living in universityowned

townhouses

must

ditional restrictions. However,

register with

investment properties for parties with 20
or more people, according to two yearold regulations. In addition, although
on-campus students of legal drinking
age are allowed to have kegs at their
parties, kegs are prohibited in invest-

“[People living in the townhouses]
don’t have common areas,” she said.
“[The townhouses] cannot accommodate the large number of people that
on-campus housing can.”
Hall said kegs are banned in the

of a non-native versus a native speaker
makes a difference in the classroom.
One student said it has been her experience that “native speakers have a
greater appreciation for and knowledge
of the culture and its customs [than nonnatives do].”
Professor Chi Wang, adjunct professor of Chinese history who has also
taught in the Chinese department, said
being a native speaker does not necessarily make one a good teacher. “Just

years. In 1969 he joined Covington and

English, not every Chinese person can

Burling and remains a partner in the
firm.

teach Chinese,” he said. “One is needed

Gary Krull, director of university relasafe

to

say the university is always proud of an
alumnus who has gone on to such a
prestigious position.” No official statement was released by the university.

not

every

Ei ra

RR

Pt

SO

gone

petit

American

can

teach

who has a high standard of pronunciation that follows the Peking standard of
speaking.”
McCaskey said the students’ petition
“is very constructive and takes a positive
approach to solving the problem [of
large classes].” He added that he is glad
to see students taking such an interest in
the quality of their language instruction.
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In addition, she said students would play

pranks such as slashing car tires and
rolling cars onto the sidewalks.
According to Hall, the actions of some
students led investment properties to
impose the new restrictions. She said

Halloween Case Specials

Te
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before the current
students . . . were
the middle of the
their neighbors].”
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You must be 21 yrs. of age to purchase
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Quantity limited.
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She explained that
rules took effect, “the
having deliveries in
night [which bothered

2123 E Street NW

BH

Te

not a controlled environment,” she said.

“They have neighbors [who] don’t appreciate our students going outside the
norm for the community.”

RIVERSIDE LIQUORS

We sell Beverly Ice, chips, nuts,

Write News for The HOYA

townhouses out of respect to the rights
of others in the neighborhoods. “This is

or ‘‘Out of Stock’’ Favorites . . .
Shop for your Halloween Party Treats at

the department are teaching capabilities
and experience.

like

he said

he felt no reason exists for these rules.
Hall said the differences in the regulations for on-campus and off-campus
housing are caused by the different
living environments. She explained that
the restriction of unregistered parties to
under 20 people is‘due to limited space
in the townhouses.

siderations in any teacher’s selection for

’61-’62 season. He is presently the
school’s 13th all-time leading rebounder
with 584 rebounds over 65 games.
Tagliabue also served as senior class
president and was a member of the honor
fraternity, Alpha Sigma Nu.
Upon graduating from Georgetown
with a degree in government, Tagliabue
entered the law program at New York
University, from which he received his
degree in 1965. He was a legal clerk for
one year before taking a position at the
U.S. Defense Department for three

“It’s

in breach of contract,” Wulf

ment properties.
Wulf said the party registration forms
for investment properties are similar to
the on-campus forms, except for the ad-

Don’t Be Tricked By Higher Prices, Warm Kegs

However, students said the selection

said,

probably

Chinese

1959-62, serving as team captain for the

tions,

properties system discrinunates against
students living in the townhouses by enforcing regulations that are not specified
in their contracts and that are not expected of students in on-campus university housing.
“It’s pretty much the feeling of GUSA
that
[investment
properties]
are

CHINESE, from p. 1

TAGLIABUE, from p. 1

sive experience in the NFL, as player
and executive officer.
Support for Tagliabue by team owners
had increased over the past two weeks.

Students to Discuss Alcohol Policy With Investment Properties Director

McCaskey said that the primary con-

Tagliabue to Succeed Rozelle as League Head
NFL has been exercised through relations with Covington and Burling.

Townhouse Residents Face Restrictions

Department
Petitioned

Owners Select GU Grad

The HOYA, Page 5

Bridh and Robert Fischer
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Stay the Course
Much like a bad meal, the Armstrong amendment
has returned.
The Armstrong amendment would exempt religious
institutions from the D.C. Human Rights Act, which
presently

requires

Georgetown

University

to provide

the same tangible benefits for campus gay groups as it
does for other student organizations. The bill has
passed both the U.S. House of Representatives and the
Senate as a rider to the D.C. Appropriations bill.

Sen. William Armstrong (R-Colo.), the amendment’s
sponsor, said “there is a great hue and cry across the
land that everyone's rights ought to be protected except
when their rights are religious. This is not a
homosexual issue. This is not an issue of freedom of
speech. This is an issue of religious freedom.”
Georgetown is now nearly two years removed from an
appeals court decision that correctly rejected
Armstrong's argument. The university made peace
with the campus gay groups who had been seeking the
same benefits as other clubs. The eight-year legal
battle culminated in a decision that forced the university to extend to gay groups the “tangible benefits” that
~ other clubs receive, but compelled gay groups to add a
disclaimer to their flyers stating that Georgetown does
not endorse their views. The result of this settlement
is nearly

two years

of relative

peace,

a time

during

which campus gay groups have assumed their rightful
place as a part of the Georgetown community.

native

will. embroil the university

“conflict.
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GU Athletics
Georgetown athletics are here to stay. Gone are the
days

of mediocre

results

against

competition.

local

Here are the days of national prominence.
" The Commissioner's

Trophy

is awarded

by the Big

East Conference annually to the school with the most
successful athletic program. Georgetown has brought
the trophy back to the Hilltop the last two years and is
dominating the rest of the conference this year.
The men's cross country team and the men’s tennis
team have already captured Big East titles this year.
In addition, the women’s cross country team finished
second in the Big East, and the golf team and women’s
tennis team took thirds.
The women’s cross country team, thanks in part to

its Big East finish, is now ranked sixth in the country.
Coach Frank Gagliano’s squad also captured last
year’s Big East title. Gagliano also coaches the men,
who are ranked 16th in the nation as of last week. The
men’s tennis team has gone through some rough times
in earlier years but looks to be blossoming into a fine
team.

The

team

which

is filled with underclassmen,

bodes well for more Big East success in the future.
Golf came out of nowhere this year and almost won
the Big East title. Seven shots stood between the Hoyas
and

their

first conference

title.

Even

more

so

than

men’s tennis, the golf team is extremely young. Three
of the five golfers on the first team are freshmen.
Several other GU sports teams have experienced a
great deal of success lately. The field hockey team has
posted an unbelievable 7-6 record. For a team to have

a chance to make the Big East playoffs after finishing
4-11-1 last season is a miracle and a cause for celebration. Coach Yvonne Landis has done a wonderful job
turning the program around from a perennial loser to

a .500 team.
When Nila Toribio-Straka came to Georgetown,

the

volleyball team was not just bad, it was horrible. In just

three short years, Toribio-Straka has scored some of
the best recruits Georgetown has ever seen. She has
beefed up the schedule with national powers as well.
We're not quite up to UCLA's standards, but we're
getting there.
One year after making its first appearance in the Big
East playoffs, the soccer team has positioned itself for
yet another invitation. Despite having some trouble
against non-conference opponents, Keith Tabatznik’s
team is 3-0 in Big East play with only tomorrrow’s game
against Seton Hall standing between it and a definite
playoff berth.
This success is something in which Georgetown can
take great pride. Rarely have Georgetown athletics
experienced such widespread

success.

This can only

benefit Georgetown and should be recognized by her
students, whether they are sports fans or not.

Position
In his Oct. 17 letter (‘‘Keely’s Dogmatism Is Based in Ignorance’’), Bill
Kirkner accuses me of a “bigoted hatred
(fear) based in ignorance,” and claims
that I exploited my ideology in a “backhanded attempt to make a negative statement regarding LGPGU.” I made a
statement regarding this University’s
right to refuse recognition to a group on
religious grounds. I asked questions as
to why the University resisted the
Church regarding these rights and the
amendment in question. However, I
made no statement whatsoever regarding LGPGU.
I take deep offense at Mr. Kirkner’s
imputation that I am a homophobe. I am

lem,

not. In fact, at the end of his letter he

challenged me to “attend a meeting of
LGPGU.”

I did

indeed

attend,

and

found, as he said I would, “group of
college students in as much need of love
and understanding as any other group of
college students.” However,

does not entitle them

that need

to University

Moderates at GU
To the Editor:
A politically divided camp does not
always bring solutions. In fact, more
pften, traditionally labelled “conservatives” or “liberals” often end their
debates in a stalemate. However, there
is a way out, and it is the moderate way.

There must be room for compromise,
and this is the cornerstone of moderate
belief. Students at Georgetown who feel
uncomfortable
being
labelled
‘Republican” often find themselves
being pushed too far to the left only to
avoid being on the right. What many
people lose sight of is the fact that there
is more to the Republican Party than
arch-conservatism. The moderates do
not represent any extreme; instead, we
would like to be known as a group that
accepts varying opinions on a wide
variety of issues. This is not to say that
we are trying to divide the inner workings of the Republican Party itself. On
the contrary, the Republican Party is the
umbrella group of the Moderates, and
the Moderate Republicans try to provide
an outlet for people who would normally
consider their opinions to be out of place
in the Republican Party.
!
We are a group that stands for
diplomatic negotiation. Social tolerance
and fiscal conservatism are principles
that Moderates stand by. In the
economic spectrum, we believe that
limiting both spending and taxation will
allow for continued economic growth
and prosperity. Free trade and laissez
faire are necessary for government to
continue to protect the basic economic
and legal rights of all Americans. Affirmative action and other programs that
prevent discrimination on the basis of
race, sex, age or religion should be enhanced and ensured. With respect to environmental policy, Moderates believe
in sensible

approaches

to challenges

|

though,

with

the

view

of Mr.

Lamora is that he expects the Church to
become “relevant” (I shudder to use that
word) to the 80’s, and when the year is
through, he and those of the same
mindset will most likely be clamoring
for even morc relevance to the 90’s.
In addition to homosexuality, he mentions premarital sex, married priests and
women priests. Where will this
iconoclastic litany end? Can we still call
ourselves Catholic if we .deny the
primacy of the Pope? Can we still claim
to be Catholics
if we deny that the consecrated bread and wine are actually the
real presence of Christ in His broken
such as climate change and acid rain.
Cooperation and a willingness to attempt new solutions must go hand in
hand. A commitment to the future of the
United States and therefore to the youth
and education of today are important to
us as well.
You might ask yourself why you
should bother being a Republican at all
when many Moderate viewpoints are
found within the Democratic Party as
well. The answer is simple when one
considers what Moderates classify as the
main weakness of each party. On the one
hand, Democratic programs that constantly increase taxes and induce extensive governmental intervention in
economic affairs demonstrate that the
Democrats ac fiscally irresponsible.

Fisher’s Facts
To the Editor:

In response to the letter of Leona

Fisher in the Oct. 24 edition of The
it is true that I attended an

Alumni College class in October,
1988. I did note Prof. Fisher as
professing that gender is “the fundamental organizing category of
experience.” Her statement was not
made in response to my question, as
Prof. Fisher asserts, since I posed no
questions in that class. Although if I
had, I am mystified as to why an
academic would feel compelled to
invade my privacy in the classroom.
Prof. Fisher also claims that she was
“quoting another critic” and that she
said instead that “gender was one of

the

fundamental

extent, we must ask ourselves whether it

is easier to create fiscally responsible
Democrats

or to encourage

tolerance

within the Republican Party. We are
tolerant Republicans, and thus we
resolve the dilemma.
The most essential point is that we
want to prevent closed-minded attitudes. Because there is leeway within
the party, people should not be ashamed
to call themselves Republicans. We
want to bring people together to discuss
issues fairly and openly. Our future
plans include becoming involved in
local politics such as the campaign for
Jim Dillard, a Moderate Republican running for the General Assembly in Virginia. If our beliefs spark your interest,
or if you would simply like to find out
more about our group, please attend our
preliminary meeting on Nov. 1.
Tina Sharma
SES ’90

organizing

categories of experience.” Instead of
taking gratuitous swipes at defenseless students doing their best to
withstand a vicious campaign of
harassment and bigotry, Prof. Fisher
simply should have referred us to the
text and critic that she supposedly
quoted. To imply that Brian Jones
and Adam Carter were “maliciously”
out to challenge Prof. Fisher or a
valuable field of study is a bit irrational and self-absorbed. Those two
fellows, I think, have enough
academic radicalists on their hands,

and better things to do.

Manuel A. Miranda
SFS ’82
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Blatant Sexism
To the Editor:
I understand the Georgetown pride
which prompted The HOYA to respond
to U.S. News & World Reports ranking
of the nation’s 25 top colleges (‘‘Survey
Says. ..,”” The HOYA, Oct. 20). However, some of the entries are nothing to
be proud of.
This “in-house survey” displays
blatant sexism. Writing about the “scantily-clad babes” of Vogue, the “most endowment

per column

inch” of Swank,

the “look” of the stories in Playboy, even
in the form of a “joke,” serves only to
perpetuate a negative image of women.
‘Women become mere objects to be used
as men

desire. This

attitude,

in turn,

leads to violence.
In addition, The HOYA'’s reference to

Soldier of Fortune as not being
“GPGU’s official magazine” displays
not only homophobia and lack of basi
| respect, but proves that The HOYA i
not even aware that the organization i
now known as Lesbian and Gay Peopl
of Georgetown University (LGPGU), i
an effort to include homosexual wome
in its membership.
;
I believe that The HOYA owes a

apology to all members of the university
community for its “survey.”

Terri Teleen
CAS ’91
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The Republicans, on the other hand, are

sometimes viewed as socially intolerant.
To resolve the dilemma and determine
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recognition and support. I also found a
group which condones and even supports activity which is contrary to the
Catholic tradition of Georgetown. Certainly, one can love the homosexual, yet
hate homosexuality. This has always
been the Church’s position. The meeting
that I attended affirmed in my mind the
need for the University to practice this
principle.
In his letter of Oct. 20 (‘“‘GU’s
Decision on Armstrong Is Right’?),
Christopher Lamora infers that I “toe the
Party line on all Vatican dictates.” Well,
if giving the Holy Father the credence to
which he is entitled qualifies as “toeing
the Party line,” then I willingly and
openly confess; I am guilty. The prob-

iI

Oe

Keely Clarifies

If Georgetown wishes to ignore the
Vatican and the Magisterium of the
Church, that is totally within her rights.
Whether or not she gives any credence
to the Holy Mother Church is also totally
within her rights. I merely request that if
this University wishes to call itself a

Ww

avoid taking a stand on the amendment, for the alter-

Letters to the Editor

body and His precious blood? Mi.
Lamora and his soulmates should beware: It is very easy to become a
“cafeteria Catholic,” picking and choosing which teachings you will accept and
which you will offhandedly reject. The
Church has already altered too many of
her traditions for the sake of
“relevance”; we can only hope that she
never dilutes eternal truths for that same
sake.

David Wehner
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Throughout the debate over the Armstrong amendment, Georgetown has refused to take sides. Director
of University Relations Gary Krull has said that “we're
not taking a position [on the amendment]. We had a
court settlement and things are working out.”
Georgetown must maintain this position. The peace
‘the university has enjoyed the past two years is worth
far too much to jeopardize it over a controversial bill.
The amendment, in addition to creating the freedom
of religion controversy, also resurrects the D.C. Home
Rule debate as it amends the D.C. Human Rights Act
and essentially overrules the will of the D.C. City
Council. This is another reason Georgetown should
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J ohn
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Lawrence Goodall

CD’s: Heading in
The Wrong Direction

Petty Politics Have

One Music Lover’s Account of Why High

The GU Yard Should Be Truly

Technology and Rock ’n Roll Don’t Mix

Representative of All Student Groups

Do you remember the first time you
heard “Hey Jude” on the radio? Most of
us probably weren’t around when it was
first released, although I vividly remember one of my junior year English
teachers describing that magic moment
in one of many unproductive high
school moments.
After numerous beers with his Irish
cronies one night at the local pub, Mr.
Rooney (my former teacher) overheard
someone say “hey, have you heard that
new

Beatles song?”

Minutes

later, the

grimy juke box needle glided across the
thin plastic disk and translated the
minute etchings there into what was to
become

one

of the

most

well-

loved

songs of that era. The bar fell silent.
So what do the barroom experiences
of a mediocre high school English
teacher have to do with current issues?
Nothing much. I’m just wondering what

that story would sound like twenty more
years down the road. Would our children
comprehend what Rooney meant when
he talked about a juke box or 45’s? Will
vinyl still exist outside of the hands of a
few rich collectors?
Am I the only person left on campus
who still listens to records? All my
friends have made the switch to CD’s.
They carry them in their bookbags, listen

to them

in walkmen,

play

them

wherever they want. Light and durable,
these technological wonders have not
only revolutionized the music industry,
but in a very real way, they epitomize all
that is wrong with modern- day life.
Listening to your favorite tune has
never been easier or more enjoyable.
Simply slip the rainbow- colored wafer
into your spiffy little Pioneer stereo,
press a button and instantly you are sur-

rounded by the sweet sounds of
Springsteen’s “New York City
Serenade.” Okay, so maybe you like Sly
and the Family Stone better. Notice the
repetition of “s” sounds in those two
sentences? I’m an English major.
Anyway, the point I’m trying to make

is this: CD’s

make

No Place in the Yard
One of the reasons I voted for Fitz

listening to music

Haney and Jason Wolf last spring was
their plan to reactivate the Yard. The

much too easy. Records come in big,
unwieldy packages, scratch easily, and
require diligent care to prolong their
fragile existences. Just bumping into the
turntable by accident can lead to dis-

Yard, which is composed of the leaders
of all student organizations, seemed an

excellent mechanism

is always

a chal-

lenge in itself. In short, the musical experience becomes somewhat of an
adventure every time I dig out an album.
Despite all the inconveniences, I still
prefer albums to compact disks. And it’s
not because of sound quality. Granted,

CD’s will give you purer sound and last
for two

lifetimes,

while

records

will

wear out in a number of years. But who
cares about how the songs will sound
when we’re eighty years old? Odds are
we won't live long enough to appreciate
the difference. Does the music really
sound that much better or is it the
streamlined packaging that people are
willing to pay so much more for? Why
do I phrase all my thoughts in the form
of questions?
There’s something ironic about listening to Bob Dylan on compact disc. Rock

Board. However, it became clear during

the public counting of the votes at the
meeting that certain clusters of student
leaders acted as blocks by voting exclusively- for their own interest groups
and sometimes even neglecting to cast a
complete ballot. As a result, certain interest groups now dominate the Execu-

‘There’s someting ironic about listening

to Bob Dylan on compact disc.’

and roll, in particular, has traditionally

shunned high technology and stuck to
the fundamentals. It seems as if the
music and its message has become overshadowed by the medium designed to
bring it to us.
The occasional scratching hiss of a
record shouldn’t be considered such a

major annoyance. A former roommate
of mine used to insist that his music
sound absolutely perfect. Anything else
was sin. Fact is, the flaws of my records
are more comforting than anything else.
It’s nice to live with imperfection. Day
after day, we are bombarded by signals
telling us that we have to smell perfect
or no one will like us. If the girl sees
spots on my wine glasses, she’ll probably just walk out on me. They’re even
trying to convince me that I should drive
a car with four- wheel steering.

Alex Niven Ain
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Compact discs are the epitome of this
mindset. It’s sad that people would actually get so upset at something as trivial
as a hairline scratch in a piece of plastic.
Our society has advanced so far in
such a short time that the potential
quality of life for the average American
today was beyond imagining fifty years
ago. Day- to- day survival is no longer a
factor — for most of us at least. Clothed
well,

fed

well,

living

comfortably,

there’s really not much to worry about.
So our priorities shift to transforming
our entire material surroundings into
perfection.

away

how hard mankind

your

worn

old

Rolling

Stones

record and buying the CD, reconsider.

But things aren’t perfect. No matter
ways

crazy. Instead of constantly striving to
overcome every adversity that comes
our way, sooner or later someone is
going to have to realize that we’re only
human beings.
We are full of faults ourselves. Imperfection is a vital ingredient in a finite
world. It’s part of the beauty of life itself.
Every spring there’s always a road crew
repaving my street at home. Every
winter the asphalt cracks again.
So if you’re thinking about throwing

the College of Arts and Sciences,
Photo Editor of the HOYA.

tries, there will al-

is

RS

The Stewards Ari ’t Worth. a Witch Hunt
Critics Should Try to Prevent Recruitment of New Members, Not Identify Old Ones
Last May Brian Jones announced that

he had recently become the new under-

‘graduate leader of the Stewards Society.

Jones’ announcement marked a “new
generation” of undergraduate Stewards.
The Stewards have renewed their role
in the university community this year
and are now actively recruiting students,

true to promises made last year by

society founder Manuel Miranda. The
society’s reestablishment on campus,
along with the controversy surrounding
Jones’ dual position as president of the
College Democrats and Chief Steward,

has once again brought the Stewards
Society under campus scrutiny.
Unfortunately, scrutiny is far too weak
a word to describe the relentless attacks
that certain members of the student body
and campus media have leveled against
the Stewards. With a flood of antiSteward

statements and articles, these

critics have initiated a witch hunt against
Stewards and students they suspect may
beong to the society.
The problem with these ever-so-vocal

critics is that they focus on name-calling
and unfounded statements instead of the
facts. Adjectives like “chauvinist”,
“racist” and other less polite expressions
often go hand-in-hand with the word
Steward. “Knowledgeable sources” are
“quick to point an accusing finger at
anyone who might be a Steward and all
too slow in presenting the justification

behind their claims.
Meanwhile, if you stop and listen to
the

quieter

voices

of freshmen

Society was first uncovered,

you run across a lot of confusion about
the Stewards. More than a quarter of the
student body is asking, “Why are these
Stewards so bad?”
The problem is that a lot of people
have forgotten why the Stewards
Society raised such an uproar two years
ago. Simply said, the Stewards Society
is an all-male secret society founded in
1982 by Miranda and Richard J. Cellini.
Its stated purpose is to serve the university, and members keep their identities
secret to avoid recognition for their service projects.
Undisguised elitism and open sexism
pervade the Stewards’ ideology, as
many of the group’s statements
demonstrate. The society uses the fact
that they are a “fraternal society” as an
excuse to exclude women from their
membership. And by focusing their
recruiting efforts on campus leaders, the
Stewards also imply that they feel they
are better qualified than the average student to judge what is good for Georgetown.

These are the aspects of the Stewards
Society on which campus leaders focus
their attacks. Unfortunately, these arguments simply do not hold water. With

Campus Opinion:

this attitude, students could

attack in-

make the group unacceptable. The
Stewards should not be allowed to exist
freely at Georgetown. Critics are correct

numerable clubs on campus just because
they have problems with the groups’
ideologies. What happened to freedom
of expression? No matter how repulsive
the society’s attitudes are, its members
still have the right to express them.
Although offended by their ideology
and views, the real reason the campus
attacked the Stewards when

in attacking the society, but nothing can
be solved with smear campaigns.
Instead, critics of the Stewards should

focus on projecting a clear picture of the
society

to the

Georgetown

they were

students

community.

are intelligent

enough to distinguish between irrational
ravings and well-thought out arguments.

munity. When they were uncovered, the

They know well enough to disregard the
former and consider the latter. By
educating new students who might
otherwise consider the Stewards con-

group consisted of 12 white men —
nearly all of them were leaders in major
student organizations. Their combined
efforts could initiate and implement
plans for the university without
democratic input from the rest of the

for mature

political

activity,

then most of the clubs represented in the
Yard wouldn’t even exist.
How many clubs at Georgetown are
founded upon faith that the meanness
and shallowness of the “real” world are
permanently

fixed,

but

can

be

changed? How many racial and cultural
clubs strive to overcome racial
prejudice, ignorance, and injustice?
How

many

artistic and

any initial control over its condition. But
the “real” world is not immutable; we

‘make it seem so once we reach adulthood. Greed and egoism are not innate
human characteristics — they are subject to human choice.
However influenced we are by our cultural heritage,
we nevertheless make ourselves who we

are. If our political system is marked by
lack of communication and tunnelvision, it is our own fault.

who soon will take part in the cultural,
intellectual, religious and political life of

the nation.
The Constitution of the United States
is founded upon faith in the worth of the
individual and abjures any distinction
between important and non-important
groups of people. If the way we run the
Yard is an omen of the way we’ll runthe
country, I’m terrified.

of all. Pluralism does not consist in each

interest group affirming itself alone, but
in all interest groups working together
for each other.

cern can take place.

Took

AT

THOSE

A

GOOD

ness of the Stewards’

recruiting and

weaken

on

their influence

Lawrence Goodall is a senior in the

by Steve Irizarry]

small, homogeneous membership virtually ensured that input from large sections of the undergraduate community
would be left out of their decisions.
The secrecy of the Stewards Society
also destroyed the sense of trust and
unity in other campus organizations.
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The Stewards Society just isn’t worth
the effort. Instead, we should focus on

diffusing the Stewards’ influence at
Georgetown and decreasing their membership — these are goals worth achieving.

When students must constantly wonder

if everything a “leader-type” does is actually part of a “Steward plot”, both the
club’s working atmosphere and the
process of implementing constructive
change on campus suffer.
This potential for manipulation and
the society’s pledge of secrecy are what

Alex Niven, a junior Chemistry major
in the College of Arts and Sciences, is
Contributing Editor of The HOYA.

Compiled by Jeff Travers
and Sara Jane McCaffrey

US News and World Report Survey of Universities?
because

WHAT HE

the under-

graduate level.
The Stewards will not disappear —
there will always be a few students who
find the attitudes of the Stewards appealing. But we must stop the witch hunt.

student body. In addition, the Stewards’

matter

UE

College of Arts and Sciences. -

AS MucH AS WE ENJOY CONSUMING
SPIRITUOUS
LIQUORS , WE OFTEN
FORGET
THE
CORRESPONOING
SO, ITS
EFFECTS.
DELETERIOUS
WE

t

I hope the members of the Yard will
abandon the logic of narrow self-interest
and make it a truly representative body
in which free communication and con-_

OutofFocus...

LOOk

:

True justice requires that we set aside
our self-interest in order to seek the good

entertainment

clubs work to surmount widespread indifference? How many religious clubs
hope to provide an alternative to apathy

TIME.

To disclaim

responsibility is to give up hope that
anything can be better.
;
Maybe I’m making a mountain out of
amolehill. Maybe it’s ridiculous to link
Sept. 27’s election to a foundational
philosophy of hope and meaningful
progress. After all, it’s only a studentgovernment. election at an East Coast
university.
But I thought we were in the real world
now. The clubs which comprise the
Yard represent a fair number of people

structive, we can decrease the effective-

I

Is that 25th from the bottomor

I don’t understand the question.
Roger Gula
SLL *90

read it in the HOYA.

'90

university

uncovered in 1988 was their potential
to manipulate the university com-

don’t believe anything unless I

Kevin Prokop

If such passive acceptance of selfishness, narrowmindedness, and opportunism in the “real” world is the only

and our causes.
We are all born into the world without

What do you think about being rated 25th in the
It doesn’t

US Snooze and World Distort?
SBA

and

sophomores who were not here when the
Stewards

“real” way.

criterion

John Toolan, a junior English major in

be little glitches that drive us

tive Board of the Yard and others have
no representation at all.
In a body whose purpose is to promote
the student body’s unity, such factional
politics is a disgrace.
I am told that my approach to politics
is hopelessly naive. Politics is a
cutthroat business, they say. It’s every
interest group for itself. That’s the way
things are, and only an immature idealist
would expect things to be any different
here just because we’re students. After
all, we are trying to prepare for life in the
“real” world, so we should be proud that
our political system functions in the

not
Cy

the

input, and ac-

countability of Georgetown University
Student Association (GUSA).
While I commend Haney and Wolf for
their efforts, I am deeply disappointed in
the behavior of several groups who took
part in the Yard General Assembly on
Sept. 27.
I personally believe that as many campus interest groups as possible should be
represented in the Yard’s Executive

Who album. Sliding the disk back into
the record envelope

to broaden

base of communication,

astrous consequences for that treasured

and cynicism? How many athletic clubs
try to survive in spite of meager or nonexistent university funding?
Most of us are trying, in different
ways and to different degrees, to better
the world through bettering our community. If we adopt the motivation of
self-interest, we are betraying ourselves

from the top?
Manny Hidalgo
SLL 91

Oh, we’re 25th?

With all that fighting in Burleith, what could you expect?
:
Erica Linson
CAS ’92

Brett Vassallo
CAS 91

Meagan Sullivan
CAS 9]

Yeah, but we were listed number
one in Swank.
Keith Bankston
CAS 90
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Taste
A New

Janet Commands Control
Jackson Delivers Thrills All Her Own With Latest LP
by Mary-Courtney Hansen
and Clint McGue

America

HOYA

The youngest of the talented Jackson
family has finally found her niche.
Featuring upbeat dance music and mature lyrics, Janet Jackson's latest album
Rhythm Nation 1814 is bound to be a

by Karen Galazin
HOYA Entertainment Editor

smash hit.

~ With Georgetown’s diverse student
body, Hoyas often find that their greatest
education lies in discovering the cus~ toms of different regions across the
United States. America, a recentlyregional

culinary

Jackson’s

social

50 Massachusetts Ave.

Jackson already has rocked the world
with her first release “Miss You Much,”
which has been the number one song in
the country for the past three weeks. She
jump starts the song by huskily laughing

682-9555

~ Boasting dishes ranging from Maine
lobster to Key Lime pie, almost all students can find a familiar gourmet treat
that welcomes them home. And the
generic All-American dishes such as

“Good, let’sdance”. .. and that’s exactly

what you’ll want to do.
Try to catch the video for this
dancing moves, choreographed
Abdul, are more than thrilling,
once and for all that Janet isn’t
Jackson who can dance.

Mom's meatloaf, macaroni and cheese,

and fluffernutters are guaranteed to
comfort any student wary of mystery
meat and cold cereal.
The menu encompasses a mind-boggling number of dishes running the
~ gamut from appetizers to salads to side
dishes to desserts, and then some.

are the social commentaries on today’s
world, such as “Rhythm Nation,” “State
of the World,” and “The Knowledge.”

the food itself remains unabashedly or-

_dinary. The dishes are tasty and the por~ tions large, yet the restaurant seems to
be giving a hasty “Mc-tour” of the
‘United States, without spending an inordinate amount of time on any one dish.

‘We

first seem to trivialize the issues at stake,
Photo by John Toolan

Key Lime pie? Maine Lobster? America has it all.

-sert.

tollhouse

Although the “Florida Snapper and
Calico Scallop Chowder” might sound
like a rather odd mixture, it should not

fruits offered for those watching their
diets.

most

ravenous college appetite, and will also
cut down on costs substantially. And
since the menu is so interesting, it’s

" much more fun to go with a large group

HOYA
Classifieds

15

race

Remove

16 Highly ‘excited
17 Carousal
18

Tense

20

Phew!

21

“—

22
23

Vicinities
Knights at
times
Meeting
points

25

It’s

Irae”

clear

to

cookies

abound,

with

fresh

But decide whether or not to indulge

CHALLENGING EXPERIENCE! Work
with autistic individuals in residential set-

ting in Montgomery County. Full-time or
part-time. Call 762-1650. EOE
PART-TIME RECEPETIONIST /office
help. Flexible hours. Call 785-8000, ask

for Cyd Allinson. Computer Consultants
Corporation, 1735 | St., NW, Suite 601,

Washington, DC 20006.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair). Delinquent
tax property. Repossessions. Call 1602-838-8885, ext. GH4304.

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES from $100. Ford,
Mercedes, Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885, ext.
A4304.

in dessert before eating the main course;
if so, then save some of your dinner or
you'll never be able to squeeze in a slice
of chocolate laden Mississippi Mudcake.
The service proves professional and
unobtrusive, complementing the tasteful
ambiance. Somehow the decor manages
successfully to blend dainty white linens
with bold outlines of states on the wall
without seeming tacky. Like its
namesake, America is impossible to
completely describe without visitingand it’s definitely worth the trip.
HOW TO GET THERE
America is easily accessible by public
transportation. Step on to the G-2 bus
(in front of Healy Gates) to Dupont
Circle. There, hop on to the Metro’s Red
Line to Union Station.

EXPERT - RUSH WORD PROCESSING OR TYPING — Done by professionals, 1522 K Street, N.W., D.C., Cal
24 Hours (202) 842-0869.
TYPIST- $2.00 per page. English M.A.
specializing in term papers and
manuscripts. 338-4212, 10a.m. to 9p.m.
TRY OWNING - Beautiful condo, 2
floors 1,000 sq. ft., large kitchen, 2 full
baths, 2 blocks Metro, central A/C. Call
for details w-347-7791, h-737-3302.

ACTIVIST- Earn tuition working to
save the environment. Clean Water Action hires articulate, motivatd people to
mobilize members in national and state

campaigns. Earn $6-12K PT. Afternoon
and

evening

give credit where credit is due: the song
does attempt to venture beyond the usual
subjects of love and sex.

pregnancy, drugs and crime. But “The

Knowledge” comes across as more optimistic, lauding education as the solution to these widespread problems.
Simple, crystal-clear lyrics such as
“Prejudice No! Ignorance No! Bigotry
No!
Illiteracy No!” get the message
across

without

any

ambiguities.

mented

by the expertise of musicians

Jimmy Jam and Terry Lewis, who are
big names in the recording and producing industry. Renowned musician Herb
Alpert, who sang with Jackson in the

Constructs

All Rights Reserved
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41
42
44
45
46
49

Debris
Notes
Pocket bread ©
Displeases
Poise
Parties for
men
Name in
autos
Water barrier
Overbearing
Other
“lI smell —”
Foot lever
Memory
Towel word
Preference
Spouted

7 Falls behind
8 “—
Wednesday”
9 Of course
10 Phil or Julie
11 Chills and
fever
12 — Barrett
13 Breakfast dish
19 Implied
21 Range
creatures
24 Despot
25 Discharges
26 Small bills
28 Daunts
29 Everywhere

|

pitcher

30 Gen.

53
54
57
58
59
- 60
61
62
63

DOWN
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“All

—

HELP WANTED- New acessory store
opening in Georgetown Park .is now
hiring. Flexible hours available. Call

Greta 790-5844.
IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER 640K, dual 51/4 drives, color monitor,
software incl.. Tobe 944-0935. $800.00
OBD.

Robt. —

31

Meeting:

ahbr.

|

33

Great

(dog)

34
37
38
40
41
43

Forms a crust
Fashion
Movie canine
Fen
Bothers
Landmarks

32 Old kingdom
Eve”

2 Welsh dog
3 Outstanding
parts
4 Actor Ron
5 Employ again
6 Indians

Capitol Hill office. EEO. Call 1-4 p.m.,
547-2312.
A FREE GIFT FOR CALLING PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1,700.00 IN ONLY TEN
DAYS!!! Student groups, fraternities
and sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details plus a
FREE GIFT , group officers call 1-800950-8472, ext.0.

©1989 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

40

Al-

though the lyrics may be unrelentingly
obvious, the song is saved by the incredible music.
Jackson’s sweet voice is comple-

Always Cookin' At
9 GC Jos,

al
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—

There’s no

|
44.
46
47
48
49
50

Oar
Baa
Social system
Moslem VIP
Persian title
Weary

51
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Algae
gel
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Fitting
Tchrs.” gp.
Before

.

better time

to join the
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Enjoy this holiday season working at the Smithsonian’s Museum
Shops. Immediate openings for both permanent and tempory Full or
Part time sales associates. Salary $5.50- $6.00. Retail experience -a
plus but a pleasant personality and an enthusiastic approach are the
essentials. Benefits include a generous shop discount.
Bus and Metro accessible.

Although these are not federal jobs, to apply submit a Federal
Application for Employment (SF-171)

— available at any Federal office or call 287-3563 — to:

You don't need an excuse to have a good time! Chadwicks
is a great place to play and a great place to work— ask
about our job opportunities.
- Serving the Hoya
‘community since 1967.
Proof of age (21 years) required to

The Smithsonian is an EOE/AA employer.

0z”

37 Demolishes
38 “Rock of —”
39 Insect

52

Social problems run rampant in “State
of the World,” which addresses teenage

CHRISTMAS AT THE SMITHSONIAN

Smithsonian Museum Shops
600 Maryland Ave., SW #295B
Washington, DC 20560
Attn: GU

Mystery award
Printing mark
—-de-France
Bert of
“Wizard of

Something's

Eam as much as $10/hour. Only ten

positions available. Call 1-800-9508472, ext. 4.

7170. Leave message.

Ends

32
34
35
36

a

MARKET DISCOVER CREDIT
CARDS on your campus. Flexible hours.

NEED EXTRA MONEY - but don’t
have much time? 6 to 7 hours equals
$200 or more! Part ime sales. Call 337-

shifts in progressive

28

individuals,

demonstrates her keen ability to blend a
weighty issue with catchy lyrics and a
likeable rhythm. Although this may at

and sample several smaller dishes.
~ While all the food was adequately
prepared and sure to please the average
palate, a few dishes stand out as extraordinary. The side dish “Vermont Apple
Fritters,” for example, topped with powdered sugar and tart cranberries, proves
succulent enough to be served as a des-

the

like-minded

rid of color-lines,” Janet chants in
“Rhythm
Nation.”
Here,
she

is still worth the

even

are

showing vision, pushing toward a world

be passed up. Topped with hearty dumplings, the chowder is generously stocked
with fresh scallops and snapper, complemented by fresh mushrooms.
Overcome your curiosity by ordering
the “Green Eggs and Ham.” The fresh
pesto cooked into the scrambled eggs
gives it a smoked flavor (and the
greenish tint) that is both rewarding to
the palate and the eyes. Dr. Seuss would
wholeheartedly approve.
The dessert list is as intriguing as it is
tempting, with sweets such as “Death by
Chocolate”
and
“Lumbercamp
Gingerbread.” Of course, the typical
staples such as puddings, cakes, and

to satiate

Certain

10 Rapid rodent
14 Seethe

27

The highlights of this album, though,

But

bus or Metro ride over to Union Station,
_ if only for a sampling of a variety of
different tastes. In fact, the entrees are so
large that one might be wise to opt for a
smorgasbord of appetizers and side
dishes instead of committing to one
- specific entree.
The sandwiches and salads are

one: her
by Paula
proving
the only

5

ACROSS
Dull pain

me

while this wide selection is remarkable,

That said, America

—t

awareness.

AMERICA

guaranteed

newly-awakened

Commuter
Crossword

purchase and consume alcoholic
beverages.

Chadwicks in Georgetown
3205 K Street, NW
333-2565

The better the business school, the better your j[eloXelo/oleE
tunities. And to better the likelihood of getting into your first:

choice school, your best bet is Kaplan's eV

Make it your EFEEES toler

x

the

specialities available from coast to
coast.

Back to Me” and “Lonely” highlight
Jackson’s vast array of talents: not only
does she sing, but she plays the keyboards and writes the lyrics as well.
Rhythm Nation 1814 has already established itself as a fast- selling album.
Janet Jackson’s past laurels have been
surpassed by her present accomplishment: clearly, she is in control.

Will Never Do Without You,”’*‘Come

Thankfully graduating from past pop
fluff such as the tasteless hit “Nasty,”
Jackson’s music has matured tremendously. She manages to blend exciting
music with underlying themes about
today’s world. Hunger, drugs, crime and
the homeless all find their way into

opened restaurant in Union Station, em-

phasizes

Staff Writers

1987 hit “Diamonds,” continues to be a
tremendous part of her success. His exceptional trumpet playing in “Someday
is Tonight” contributes to the poignant
and touching theme of the song.
Although Jackson has her upbeat
numbers, she also includes several
slower love themes. The songs “Love

Jr

prep course.

I

P STANLEY H. KAPLAN

= Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
Call us about our graduate seminars:

244-1436

352-TEST

770-3444

Wash., DC

N.Va.

Bethesda
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Ask

with your question, but because 1 want
to expose my readers to the menace that

you present to American society. When
Shenkman

wrote

his book,

he had no

idea that his notions would be twisted
and distorted by sick individuals like

ht
ly

yourselves.
Readers, you should know that the
“Bjorny” group does far more than

lobby

>S-

for a legal holiday the second

week in October; their “political action”

has involved such travesties as spraypainting NORWAY OR NO WAY on

en
h-

replicas of the Nina, Pinta, and Santa |
Maria nationwide, and hanging Fer-

dinand and Isabella effigies outside the
city limits of Columbus, Ohio. Such terrorism is unacceptable, no matter what

Dear Moira:
I have noticed the striking photos that
column

each week and cannot stop thinking
about them.
Is it true that Richard
Avedon consented to do a whole series
for The HOYA? Will we be able to see
various sides of Moira in upcoming isPlease answer, as I am unable to

study for lack of this information. Wanting More Moira
Dear Want:
Well, first of all, I’m glad you asked
Moira.
Contrary to your belief, The

HOYA'’s own Photo Editor John Toolan
is responsible for the mug shots of me
you see each week. There are indeed
several different photos - but there is
little or no truth to the rumor that I had
them taken after being approached by a
prominent soft-porn magazine regarding a possible “Columnists of the Big
East” issue.
Dear Moira:
A recent book by Richard Shenkman

and

Other

American Historical Fables, claims that

a Norwegian explorer named Bjorny.
Hruldsen was the actual discoverer of

Brinkley,

at the

the truth. Debbie
Georgetown

Ralph

Lauren Polo Store, hypothesized that
“it makes them more interesting.’
Those little checks and swirls can mean
big business, according to Brinkley: “It

makes a big difference on a lot of coats
-it’s very appealing,” she said. “You can
notice that on a lot of people’s expressions [when they look at the coats].” A
representative

from

Pappagallo

em-

phasized the “Flannel Factor” in coat
linings, explaining that most of their
coats had flannel linings, whose fabrics
are generally plaid.
A representative from Britches of
Georgetown also offered an explanation, speculating that printed linings
made up for the fact that “the outside [of
raincoats] has to be so boring.” When
asked why the prints could not be dis-

American

played on the outside, she mused, “I
don’t know... they’d probably all run”.
She also offered psychological insights:

public, been duped into the belief that

“Since they re for a dreary day, you need

Christopher

something to cheer you up.”
So there you have it, Fog. Hopefully |

America.

Have

we,

Columbus

the
was

the

first

European to touch the sands of North
America? How can we, the “Give Bjor-

I’ve dispelled some of the mist sur-|
rounding this oft-debated issue.

ny a Holiday” political action committee, find out the truth? We implore you
to ‘impart some of your wisdom to the
voting public. Fill us in!
- Tom and Tom, Bjorny’s Buddies
Dear Tom Times Two:

Leavey. And remember, the only stupid

Well, first of all, I'm glad yousasked.
Moira - not because I plan to help you

question isithe one that.isn’t asked of
Moira.

It'll be a real madness in here.” Bressette
added that Hoya regulars can expect to
have to compete for a seat, because
“there’s going to be a lot of kids from
George Washington and American
[Universities] stopping by to check
things out.”
General manager Scott Willis said
The Tombs will be serving 10 oz. sirloin steak dinners for only $7.95, and
pitchers of Rolling Rock for a mere
$5.50. “We’ll also be serving mugs of
Bud and Bud Lite for only $1.25,” he
added. The kitchen will stay open until
1 a.m., and last call will be at 1:30.

Elisa Madina, a bartender at Clyde’s
of Georgetown, also expects Halloween to be completely insane. “I’m
just glad I’m going to be behind the bar,”
she said. “I’d rather be inside than out on
the street.”
General manager Jack Trenta agrees
wholeheartedly. “We’re expecting it to
get pretty crowded in here,” he said.
“Our bar will be serving all types of
drinks until two.”
And Carl MacCartee, general manager
of The Third Edition predicts that Halloween is going to attract a Saturday
night crowd in the middle of the week.
“The only other time the police block off
the streets like this is when the Redskins
win the Super Bowl,” he observed.

MacCartee explained that Third Edition will be serving up loads of “Goblin
Shooters” until their regular weekday
closing time of 2 a.m. Made from a
mixture of black raspberry liqueur and
Kahlua, the “Goblin

Shooter” is a tart

little jolt that tastes a lot like a cherryfilled cordial dipped in Bosco. “Nobody
Please bring all correspondence to |
Ask

Moira,

¢/o

The

HOYA,#2] |

has patented it just yet, but we’re work-

ing on it,” MacCartee beamed proudly.
Not to: be outdone, Houlihan’s bartender Brian Joyner has been working on

some, pretty potent patents as well. “A

The Freddy Krueger, a gentle blend of
blue curacao, rum, orange juice and
grenadine, is a sweet drink served on the
rocks. Somehow, it kind of tastes like

Exxon Ultimate Unleaded mixed with
sno-cone syrup. “You need to taste it to
believe it,” Joyner hastened to add. “It
really lives up to its name.”
The HouliWeen is actually a brew
made from Creme de Coca, orange juice,
and a splash of cranberry juice. One taste
conjures up images of a Tootsie Roll pop
dipped in “Tang Instant Breakfast
Drink.”

The M Street Massacre, a punchy-type
"drink made from rum, pineapple juice,
Creme de Almond, and cranberry juice,
is alot of fun just to stare at. The swirling
mix of red cranberry juice and milky
Creme de Almond looks a lot like the
stuff they used in the infamous “milk
bottle scene” of the 1973 horror classic
It’s Alive.
How to pay for these quaint drinks?
Dress up and compete for the $100 cash
prize

for

Houlihan’s

the

best

costume.

Plus,

is also planning to offer

souvenir T-shirts, and a variety of other

giveaways.
The biggest cash prize in Georgetown
will be awarded at El Torito of Georgetown Park. “On Halloween night,
some lucky person is going to walk away
with $250,” boasted general manager
Dennis Gease. Second place wins a free
dinner for two.
However, Gease expressed concerns

Photo by

about revelers being able to find their
way in. Georgetown Park Mall will

Heulihan’s Brian Joyner has concocted bewitching brews for revelers.

close as usual, but El Torito will remain

on hand all week long. “We’re not really
sure whether the big crowd is going to
come on Saturday or Tuesday night,” he
mused. “Sometimes it’s hard to tell
which night Georgetown is going to go

open until 1:30 a.m. The side entrance
by the canal will be open, and is well
worth the extra couple of steps. The bar
will be serving strawberry margaritas for
only 99 cents, complemented by “twofor-one tacos.”
Bar manager Fred Boldaji expects
Charing Cross to be chock full o’tipsy
21-year olds. “The bar is definitely
going to be packed,” he asserted. “We’ll
be open until 2 a.m. making anything
anybody wants.”
:
Garrett’s manager Alexander
Wheeler promises to have his best staff

John Toolan

This pub crawl/Bat Dance contest,
sponsored by Bud Lite; will start
promptly at 10:30 p.m. at Winston’s. At
11 p.m. the party will move to
Anastasia’s, and then continue on every

half hour through Champions, Paul
said that Garrett’s will stay open until
Mall, and The Library.
2 a.m. this Hallow’s Eve.
Each bar plans to feature a different
However, five of Georgetown’s bigdrink special. “Costumes are mangest saloons are planning to pull out all
datory, but there’s no cover charge, and
the stops Sunday night. “It’s gonna be
no entry fee for any of the bars inthe ultimate bar-hopping Halloween
volved,” said Hickman. “This Halparty,” claims Champions’ assistant
loween celebration in Georgetown
is
manager Carlos Hickman, “If you can . going to be one of the best blowout
survive this, you can survive anything.”
parties of the year.”
hal
FAII0
crazy on. ” Well, regardless, Wheeler

i

Invites Georgetown Seniors
to attend a presentation

on
The Two-Year Financial Analyst Program
Thursday, November 2, 1989
Leavey Center
Georgetown Conference Center
7:00 P.M.

nvestment Banking Division
es =

Legends,

experts to discern

work on Halloween for that very reason.

sacres, and HouliWeens.

2 SAE

entitled Lies,

Moira. Having often been perplexed by
this question myself, I consulted several

Local bartenders are expecting Tuesday evening to be a nightmare on M
Street as crocked college students from
all over Washington stagger up and
down Georgetown proper in search of
the perfect Halloween buzz.
“It’s gonna be really nuts — Halloween in Georgetown always is,” The
Tombs bartender John Bressette
gloomily predicted. “In fact, I refuse to

A

sues?

Dear Fog:
Well, first of all, I’m glad you asked

HOYA Staff Writer

bunch of us just sat around the bar the
other day and came up with some interesting Halloween concoctions,” he
grinned. “On Tuesday night we’ll be
making Freddy Kruegers, M Street Mas-

A

informative

by Reed Martin

A

your

Georgetown Bars Are Stocking Up For Thirsty Trick Or Treaters

ug A

accompany

the cause - this hysterical historical
revisionism must end. If one of these
freaks comes to your town, hide the kids
and lock up the dog; there’s no telling
what this desperate band of antiGenoans will do.
Dear Moira:
Why do they put those cheesy linings
(paisley, plaid, etc.) inside raincoats?
- Lost in a London Fog

Beware the Nightmare on M Street

Friday, October 27, 1989
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Entertainment

Into

THE WEEKENDER

real heart warmer, and should truly

not be missed... especially by
baseball lovers!
The First Annual Appalachian
Craft Festival. Tomorrow from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m., and Sunday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. Spring Break in Appalachia will be sponsoring an arts
and craft festival. Admission is $3,
$1 with student I.D. For information
call 944-1262.

A serene pool tapers into a stream,
tucked away in the quiet solitude of the
> wooded countryside of Greenwich, Ct.
Enter the world of artist John
- Twachtman, whose idyllic farm proved
~ the perfect setting for a budding
American impressionist of the 19th century.
The last of three American Impres-

|

The Kennedy Center, New
Hampshire Ave. at Rock Creek
Parkway, NW (General Information:

East Wing of the National Gallery until
the end of January.
The first of the two rooms of the show

254-3600).

is devoted to the wilderness and rural

The Georgetown Library, 3287
M Street, NW (338-7028). Every
weekend college students between
the ages of 18 and 21 are invited to
dance and party at this classic
nightclub. No, it’s not Lauinger. $10
cover charge is required, but the bar
offers complementary sodas all
night.

Gallery Goings-On

At the Theater

sionist exhibits, John Twachtman’s
Connecticut Landscapes, will be at the

The Night Is Young

The Canadian Brass. Sunday
only a one-hour concert will be performed by the Canadian Brass orchestra at 6:30 p.m. in the Concert
Hall. A dinner will follow at 8 p.m.
Tickets $7.50-25.

by Leyla Sharabi
Special to The HOYA

sion is free.
IY 3

tomorrow GPB will be presenting
this summer cinematic triumph. Starring Kevin Costner, this movie is a

Open 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Admis-

RE a Tr
El

Field of Dreams. Tonight, and

French music, dance, and games.

PN

~The
Woods

French Revolution, and will include

* Beethoven Nitecappers. A special one-hour performance by the
Beethoven Nightcappers orchestra will occur tonight at 7:30
p.m. in the Terrace Theater. This
show will be followed by a reception at the Atrium that includes
dancing and entertainment. Tickets for the entire night $45.

On the Hilltop

Blues Alley, Wisconsin Ave.
below M St., NW (337-4141). The
nation’s oldest continuing jazz supper club features the tenor sax of
Stanley Turrentine, Fri. - Sun.
Shows at 8 and 10 p.m. and midnight. Hey, Dizzy Gillespie and Ella Fitzgerald have played here — give =

The Museum of American History, Constitution Ave. btwn. 12th
and 14th Streets (357-2700). The
American Sampler series presents
The French-American Connection
today and tomorrow. This program
is a salute to the bicentennial of the

it a try.

countryside, reflecting mellow shades
~ of autumn and varying tones of the cool

‘white of winter.

HALLOWEEN

Twachtman reveals the subtle transition of these two seasons in his paintings
of the still pool of Horseneck Brook. In
Hemlock Pool - Autumn, myriad hues of

the subdued reds, greens and browns of
fall are treated with a forcefully impressionist touch. The woods and stream are
brought forth through this array of
colors.
The same autumn scene is portrayed
again in another painting, but with a
‘more realistic touch. New autumn tones
are revealed, the forms of trees are
depicted more vividly, and a reflection

of the wilderness emerges in Hemlock
Pool.
In depicting the quiet lull of winter,
Twachtman’s landscapes are not as
heavily wooded, showcasing the gentle
roll of the land. In what are perhaps his
most striking works, Twachtman
patiently chronicled the winter
countryside at various times of the day.
The depths of winter are revealed as the
various stages of the season unfold.
Hues that are subtle, yet almost completely white, reflect Twachtman’s
sensitivity to the winter scene and his
keen talent in depicting its tranquil nature. For instance, in Round Hill Road,

the varying shades of whiteness guide

the viewer's eye through the curvature

of the land, twisting around barns and
into the hazy, silent distance.

EAT

Courtesy of The National Gallery

John Twachtman’s Connecticut Landscapes are on display at the National Gallery.
The

second

brighter,

room

cheerful

introduces

colors

the

of Twacht-

man’s spring and summer landscapes.
Soft greens, yellows and blues are captured in scenes such as a meadow lake
in early morning, and a farmhouse in the
midday sun.
Twachtman treats most of these subjects within the framework of traditional
impressionist style. But in other works
he dabbles in a more unique style, one
considerably radical relative to his contemporaries.
In a series of three paintings of a small
waterfall, Twachtman’s departure from
impressionist norms becomes especially
apparent. Richer, brighter colors
produce a decidedly less naturalistic effect and the peaceful moods captured in
most of his works are set aside for a
bolder, slightly abstract study of color
and form.

, Between brief periods living in New
York or Cincinnati, Twachtman spent
time in Italy and France. In Florence, he
was influenced by the American expatriate painter, James Abbott Whistler.
Twachtman settled into.his 17-acre
farm in Greenwich during the latter half
of the 1880’s. There he lived and painted
until his death in 1902, venturing out to
New York from time to time to teach,

exhibit his art, and work with a group of
his fellow American impressionists.
It was in this beautiful New England
setting that Twachtman produced his
finest works. Having so thoroughly explored his surroundings through
changing lightings and seasons,
Twachtman powerfully communicates
the peaceful, enduring beauty found
only in the untainted settings of the
natural world.

SALE

Save 1/3 Off the Original Prices on
~ All* Halloween Items:
Including Masks, Creepy Toys, and

®

Spooky Goblins!

*Quantities limited. Does not include greeting cards.

- BOOK SHOPS
M-F

Sat.9-5

8:30 -8

Sun. 11-4

RIGWY,

LIVE LONG A\RD

PROSPER.

ENTER THE 1990 MISS D.C.
USA PAGEANT
‘“The Official Preliminary to the Miss U.S. A. Pageant’
AS SEEN ON CBS TELEVISION

WIN OVER $200,000.00 in PRIZES
CASH + SCHOLARSHIPS as MISS USA

You must be 17-25 years old and a D.C. Resident
NO

GH

Rush! Non-Returnable Photo and Completed Coupon
for Official Application

EATING RIGHT IS HIGHLY LOGICAL.
Recommendations:
Eat high-fiber foods, such as
fruits, vegetables, and whole

KIDDER, PEABODY & CO.
Incorporated

APPLICATION DEADLINE NOV. 8, 1989
genres

grain products. Eat fewer high-

fat foods. Maintain normal
body weight. And live long and
prosper.

RT HEAD GARTERS
25000 Great Northern Corp Center,
#300, N. Olmstead, OH 44070

CALL THE AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY AT 1-800-ACS-2345
FOR FREE NUTRITION
INFORMATION.
AMERICAN

cordially invites

Name

Address
City

:

Date of Birth

State

Zip

Height

Phone
Weight

GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY SENIORS

®

to attend a presentation on the two-year

FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM

PRIZES FOR:
MOST ORIGINAL
FUNNIEST
SCARIEST
COSTUMES

emit Pai,
Pt?

- $5 AFTER 9PM

Wednesday, November 1, 1989

7:00 - 8:00 P.M.

a Pe

Leavey Center, Main Floor

mt

NO COVER BEFORE 9PM

INVESTMENT BANKING

i Pe
A cm Sy

18 & OVER FRIGHT NIGHT

or

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1989

THE BIGGEST & THE BEST HAUNTED CASTLE IN D.C
1111 FIRST ST., S.E., WASHINGTON, D.C. (202) 488-3320

TT

ALL HALLOWS EVE PARTY

A—

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31ST

Sl i]

=

Reception to follow presentation.

TFs

STAR TREK ® & © 1989
SOCIETY
PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
“THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY AUTHORIZED
USER.

TALENT PERFORMANCE

Friday, October 27, 1989
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Sports
Youth Lightweight Four Takes Third
Hoyas to Compete in Head of the Schuylkill Tomorrow
¢_REW, from p. 14

later at 20:17. “It was pretty respect-

team that represented the U.S. at the
World Championships in Yugoslavia
this summer. The Canadian National
Lightweight team finished second. Colleges finishing ahead of the Hoya
lightweights were five Eastern Sprint
schools and one of the top Dad Vail

crews, Coast Guard.
“We

beat Harvard,

Penn,

Navy,

Trinity, Tufts and others,” said Fosburgh. “It was probably the highest
finish Georgetown has ever had in this
race. It was a good showing.”
The varsity lightweight boat returned
five of the nine boat members from the
crew which finished in the top 16 boats
at the Henley Royal Regatta in England
in June. The Henley Regatta is widely
regarded as the most prestigious crew
regatta in the world. “It’s the best boat
we have right now,” said Fosburgh.
Georgetown also sent two lightweight
fours to compete. Both boats finished in
the middle of the pack, according to
Fosburgh. The most successful boat
finished 14th overall and was the sixth
college boat to finish. The second team
crossed the finish line seven seconds

able,” said Fosburgh. “Six seniors out of
ten and one junior and sophomore
[rowed].”
The youth heavyweight eight unofficially finished 15th overall. Johnson
said he was pleased with the performance of the only GU heavyweight boat
represented at the regatta.
The sixth and final boat which competed at the Head of the Charles was the
women’s club eight boat. It finished in
seventh place overall. The Seattle
rowing club captured first place.
Concerning the nature of the regatta,
Johnson

said,

“It

is more

informal

racing. Some [programs] treat it seriously, some just have a lot of fun. Some just
come to party.” Johnson said
Georgetown’s intensity was a lot less
than normal, but that the level of com-

petition was very high.
“The lightweight squad/is going along
very well,” said Johnson. “They’ve had
several years of good performance.
They are a good group.” Johnson added
that one of his goals for the team is to get
all of the crews doing well at the same
time.

#

Johnson said the lightweight team is
on the level with the Eastern Sprint
schools (including the Ivy League
schools). Last year’s lightweight varsity
eight’s success at Nationals and at the
Henley Royal Regatta is proof of
Johnson’s belief. The heavyweight and
women’s teams are now the primary
concerns for Johnson and the other crew
coaches.
The crew team won the Dad Vail
Regatta, the spring’s biggest regatta, last
year with victories and top finishes
across the board. Johnson referred to the
victory and said he believed that it was
a good sign for the success of the crew
team as a whole.
This weekend all GU crews will take
part in two regattas. Georgetown will
send boats to the Head of the Schuylkill
in Philadelphia Saturday and will race in
Princeton, N.J. Sunday. “Pretty much
the whole squad will race [this
weekend],” said Johnson.
Fosburgh said, “[The lightweights]
will stay pretty much in tact. We’ll have
three eights in Philadelphia and three
eights in Princeton.”

oto by Lee

Rugby

Write
HOYA
Sports
687-3415

Hoyas Gear Up for
Mt. Saint Mary’s
the match is to play basic rugby and keep
our heads.”

by Matt Brennan
HOYA Staff Writer

The Georgetown

Rick Pitino’s Old Kentucky
© “You can’t say NO to Rick Pitino,”
said

Howard

Garfunkel,

basketball

guru and owner of the prestigious
Five Star Basketball Camp. No one
knows the successful coach better
than

Garfunkel,

who

was

Pitino’s

camp counselor back in 1969 and has
been a close friend ever since. In fact,

it was Garfunkel who gave Pitino his
first coaching break when he allowed
the University of Massachusetts student to work at his summer hoops
camp, where he was the youngest
instructor in the camp’s history.
Rick Pitino has come a long way
from his days as an assistant coach
at the Five Star Camp, but the fiery
38-year old hasn’t lost any of his
determination. He has made a

Home

coached. Dating back to his Five
Star coaching days, where he is the

BU began winning. By the time he

all-time winningest coach, Pitino

ngton, Ky.

has found a way to be successful.
His first head coaching job took
him to Boston University (BU) and
a gave him a team that had little
talent and an apathetic student
body. It is here where the legend of
Rick Pitino began. The job of improving the BU program was
labeled as a nearly impossible task
before the energetic Pitino came on
the scene.
The coach began by scheduling
five a.m. practices and having his
players run suicides with bricks in
their hands. His never-say-die attitude reaped immediate benefits as

riers had reached the NCAA Tournament two straight seasons and
were a dominant power in the East

downtrodden, the perennial national power went after Pitino to perform a resurrection.
This type of predicament isn’t
new to Pitino, who has made a win-

ner out of every team he has

GN

Rugby

“We beat them handily last fall,” said

Club will

junior Joe Wilson, “We’ve been playing
well recently and playing with confidence. We’re pumped up for the match
and we think we have a good shot at

travel to Mt. Saint Mary’s tomorrow for

career out of working miracles, and
the highly touted coach will not disappoint at his new home in LexiPitino has inherited a Kentucky
Wildcat program ‘that suffered its
first losing season since 1929 last
year. Even worse, the Wildcats
were swarmed with controversy
due to NCAA violations that have
banned the team from tournament
appearances and television rights
until 1991. With the situation so

Flanagan

| The Georgetown rugby team will capture a lower matrix championship if it defeats Mt. Saint Mary’s tomorrow.

a match to determine the champion of
the lower matrix division.
If the Hoyas are able to win this match,
they will be entitled to two challenge

According to junior Tristan de Coquereaumont, “The team is jelling most
triumphantly together and, if the planets
are in line, we’ll win this game and we'll
win this matrix.”
If the Hoyas win the match, they will
decide on which challenge they wish to
pursue, either the last place or the second
place team in the upper matrix. It is the

matches, one against the last-place team

left Boston, four years later, the Ter-

of the upper matrix and another against
the second-ranked team in the upper
matrix.
Should the team defeat the last place
team in the upper matrix, they will move
up and play in the upper matrix next

Coast Athletic Conference.

By his 32nd birthday, Pitino was
ready for a new challenge, and

winning.”

he

season. If, however, they decide to challenge the second-ranked team in the

took over the reins as head coach
. at Providence College. The Friars

team’s intention to play the last place
team to try to get into the upper matrix

upper matrix, Navy, a victory will gain
them a wild card matchup and a possible

had a strong tradition but hadn’t
reached the NCAA tournament in
over a decade. It is in Providence
where Pitino performed his most
spectacular feat.
PC played in the competitive Big

for next season’s competition. By challenging the second place team, the
Hoyas will be attempting to gain a wildcard match in North Carolina and a
possible bid in the Eastern Union
Regional.
“The team has really come together

East Coast Regional bid.

The Hoyas must first win tomorrow
against Mt. Saint Marys, who is 4-0 this
season and undefeated in matrix play.
According to junior field captain Dan
Kirk, Mt. Saint Mary’s has a “big, very
aggressive team which lacks the finer . and hit our stride, and we feel positive
skills of the game. The key to winning
about tomorrow’s match,” said Kirk.

East Conference, where it had been

a perennial cellar dweller. The team
See LEVIEN, p. 13

~ From the director of “A Nightmare on Elm Street” and “The Serpent and the Rainbow”

Alex. Brown & Sons

On October 2nd, at 6:45 a.m.
mass murderer Horace Op
put to(ET
hi
he’s really mad.
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The Leading Investment Bank For
Emerging Growth Companies
4
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Investment Banking Analyst
.

Cover letters and resumes
be directed to:

should

The Career Center
on November

7, 1989

On Campus interviews will be held January 29, 1990
A book describing the Alex. Brown & Sons Analyst Program
can be found in the library of the Career Center.

Alex. Brown & Sons
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Happy Halloween
from
the HOYA

Happy Birthday |
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RESEARCH INFORMATION

Largest Library of information in U.S. -

all subjects
|} Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222
¥

3

EGE

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

ATaY
FGI
1/2 round trips from Washington from:
219
1

MADRID

| 235

Add on fares trom Boston Washington. Chicago
Pittsburgh and other US cities Plus $3 dep tax
$10 custom/immugration tee

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO

PACIFIC.

AUSTRALIA.

SO

AMERICA

Eurail and Eurail Youth Passes available immediately

1-800-77 10112
RROD

AR

2

212-986-9470
WHOLE
WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St.. Suite 805. New York. NY 10017
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

Or you can pay even less—just
$37.90 per flight—when you purchase The |
Trump Shuttle TermPass™ book of 10
|

one-way tickets. To order your TermPass,

simply mail in the coupon below, or visit
any : Trump Shuttle , ticket counter or

Eo

ns

Call toll free, 1-800-247-8786, sc: your irae!
agent, go to The Trump Shuttle ticket counter at the airport or return this coupon to:

The Trump Shuttle, TermPass Order Dept., PO. Box 8,

|

[J YES! Id like to purchase THE TRUMP SHUTTLE TERMPASS—a book of 10
one-way Shuttle tickets for just $37.90 per flight.

i7
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h~A OPTOMETRIST ~~~
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Class of
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ROSSLYN
METRO CENTER
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Please charge to: [] American Express
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(Signature required for credit card purchases)

TRUMP SHUTTLE

a

20% DISCOUNT
TO STUDENTS
on contact lenses and
prescription glasses

F—

es

City/State/Zip

Dr. Alan Fishman
Dr. David W. Weiss
1700 N Moore St.
Arlington, Va.
EYES EXAMINED
FULL OPTICAL SERVICES
AVAILABLE

ps

East Elmhurst Sta., East Elmhurst, NY. 11369

local travel agent.
SENEES

mv

$175|$350
215
195
| 275
| 250
250
| 215
[215
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LONDON
PARIS
BRUSSELS
ROME
STOCKHOLM /0SLO
COPENHAGEN
ZURICH
FRANKFURT
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DESTINATIONS

Because now college and graduate students can fly The Trump Shuttle for only $45!
This special fare is for college and graduate students age 24 or younger and is good on hourly flights
Monday-Friday 10am-2pm and anytime after 7pm, all day Saturday, and Sunday until 2pm. Just present
your valid college I.D. when you buy your ticket from your travel agent or at The Trump Shuttle terminal at
New York LaGuardia, Boston Logan or Washington National. No reservations required.

mm

from New York on Scheduled Airlines!

Fly The Trump Shuttle—and all the world will be your stage. Or at least all New York, Boston and Washington.

4

Special Student & Youth Fares to

TR

202-337-6464

TT

1210 Potomac St. NW

Washington D.C. 90007

——

CouncilTravel

$45 (OR LESS) ONE WAY—
THE TRUMP SHUTTLE STUDENT FARE.

gr
Sr

Taxes not included.Restrictions
apply.One way fares available.Eurail
Passes issued on the spot!
Intl Student/Teacher ID's.
FREE Student Travel Catalogt!

t
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229
279
207
218
423

ft

LONDON
PARIS
MADRID
SAN JOSE C.R.
CARACAS
HONGKONG
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Hoyas Prepare for
Catholic Cardinals

Middleton Leads
GU Over Cardinals

FOOTBALL, from p. 14
Catholic institutions, but apart from that
. it’s just another game on our
schedule.”
While O’Connor is treating the game

FIELD HOCKEY, from p. 14
That tournament is this weekend’s
Maryland-Washington Colleges Tournament when Georgetown is defending
champion. Mt. Saint Mary’s College,
Catholic University and Washington
College will also be participating.

team has a different outlook.
“[ T]he coaching staff takes this game
probably the same as they take any other
game because we approach one game at

Despite O’Connor’s impressive background however, he is still the humblest
of men.
:
“I’m just a plain old guy,” said O’Connor. “I just go out to do a job.
There’s nothing frustrating about coaching for me. I love what I do.”
It is easy to see why O’Connor loves
coaching considering the success of his
squad this season. Led by a stellar back-

a time,” said Glacken. “I think from the

field, Catholic has amassed

standpoint of the players on our team,
because of the intense crosstown rivalry,
our practices have been more intense. |

rushing yards and 1,265 passing yards
this year.
Senior running back Karl Kohl is

think the people

Catholic’s

like business as usual, Glacken said his

have worked

harder.

main

source

of offense,

having scored 14 touchdowns on 133
carries for 626 yards. The Hoyas have
much reason to worry about Kohl because he is so explosive. Last week
against St. Francis, Kohl rushed for five

O’ Connor, the greatest success comes in

we play a great athlete and a great team,

watching his players develop.
“The greatest part of coaching is the
people . . . seeing people achieve success
and seeing individuals achieve success

we should rise to their level.”
O’Connor said Kohl is an integral part

it all

worthwhile,”

said

O’-

Connor.
O’Connor got his start in coaching
after graduating from college. He
coached at his high school in Long Island and later moved up to assistant
coaching positions at Villanova and
Maryland.

combined to score that many this season.
“Karl [Kohl] is definitely one of the
top running backs in division III this
year. There’s no question about it,” said
Glacken. “He’s a tremendous competitor. He’s a strong player. At this
point,

it offers us a tremendous

Nevertheless, the new coach

of the Cardinal team, and that his senior

ning back

Robert

Narh,

who

has 384

stints as an assistant coach with the
Washington Redskins and Chicago
Bears.
After his years in the National Football League, O’Connor went to work

son as big contributors.”
As to any plans devised to neutralize

tually wound up at Catholic as athletic
director in 1983.

Big East. Even an optimist knew
that hopes for an immediate turnaround were bleak, at best.

do is help us rise to the occasion. When

leadership along with a core of 14
seniors has been a guiding force all
season.
Joining Kohl in the backfield is run-

the Catholic backfield, Calabrese said,
“I’ve issued M-16s . . . that’ll take care
of them.”
Calabrese said he realizes the task at
hand, but does not plan to do major
rearranging to stop Kohl and Gibson.

from p. 11

roster than any other team in the

tive,” said Calabrese. ‘What that should

“have to look to Karl Kohl and J.R. Gib-

with the Xerox Corporation, and even-

LEVIEN,

had won just seven of its 26 games
the previous season, and there were
no blue chip recruits coming in.
Most hoop experts agreed that
Providence had less talent on its

chal-

of the San Francisco 49ers, and had brief

however,

recognized their achievements.

Van Heuven.

Landis added, “I’m glad the seniors
went out on such a good, strong win.”
But perhaps Middleton summed up
the team’s sentiment most eloquently.
“We wanted more than just a win. Not

just because Catholic is a big cross town
rival, but we most of all wanted to do it

for our seniors.”

Photo by John Toolan

Defensive end Ken

Duer, shown

here against

Swarthmore,

has

been

an

integral part of the strong Georgetown defense this season.
“I don’t think we’re going to do anything real different. We’re going to be
certainly

aware

of both

those

people

[Kohl and Gibson]. Hopefully we can
force them into situations where we
know what they’re going to do.”

Despite the offense’s shaky performance against a weak Johns Hopkins
team last Saturday, Glacken said he is
still confident that the offense can do the
job against Catholic.
“I’ve told our people on offense that
the problems we’re having this year because of the youth at some of the skilled

positions will take care of themselves,”
Glacken

said.

“When

you

evaluate

a

football game as a typical fan, if the

offense doesn’t score a lot of touchdowns, you seem to think that maybe
their offense isn’t producing. But it’s
crucial [to realize] that our offense took
the ball from inside of our own 20 on a
number of occasions [and] drove the ball
to the 50 . . . punted, and put Hopkins
back inside their 20.”
The Georgetown coaching staff’s
desire to win has not been at a higher
level

all

season.

Calabrese

put

the

coaching staff’s sentiments together
best as he said, “I worried about right
now winning Saturday. We have to win
Saturday. It’s very important to these
kids. It’s very important to the program.”

began working his team rigorously,
and before long his squad had shed
a combined 150 pounds. He instilled confidence in his players,
and promised them that with added
stamina and a new commitment
their fortunes would improve.
In only his first season Pitino
amazingly returned prominence to
the Providence program, as the
team earned an NIT bid.
Providence was led by the overachieving point guard Billy “The
Kid” Donovan, whose 12 months a
year/7 days a week/S hours a day

work ethic made him into one of
the most feared players in the
country.

In Pitino’s second season the
Friars captured the hearts of many
basketball fans across the country.
The group used desire to compensate for what it lacked in talent and
made it to New Orleans and the

highly coveted Final Four.
Most Valuable Player. Pitino was

voted Coach of the Year by the Associated Press, and had quickly
turned the Providence basketball
program 180 degrees. Excitement
on the PC campus was peaking
when Pitino decided to leave the
college ranks to coach the New
York Knicks.
The problem in New York was
no worse than it had been
anywhere else Pitino had gone, and
the results were the same. Once
again, however, the coach had
critics, and this time their cry was
that his philosophies wouldn’t
work in the pros.
Pitino believed in his system and

adapted it to the NBA level. He established his pressure defense and
determination and in a flash had

the once lowly Knicks vying for an
NBA title.
It may take him longer this time
because of the probation, but Kentucky will be back in Final Four
contention very soon. If Pitino’s
track record isn’t enough to silence
|
his critics, then maybe they should © |
listen to Howard Garfunkel...
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“The team is really gelled under some
rigorous upperclass leadership,” said

Kentucky Dreaming

lenge on Saturday to stop him.”
Calabrese said the defense is geared
up to stop Kohl.
“What that [Kohl’s performance last
week] does is give us an added incen-

has coached in the professional ranks as
well. In 1978 O’ Connor was head coach

Catholic head coach,

now. But we’re not giving up.”
Although elated by the victory, sentiment was also in the air as the three
seniors on the team played their last
home game of their careers. Arbab, cocaptain Julie Uebler, and defender Cathy
Schroth will all be graduating this
spring. Both coaches and teammates

touchdowns; the entire Hoya offense has

yards rushing on 93 carries and senior
quarterback-J.R. Gibson, who has completed 80 of 154 passes for 1,107 yards
and four touchdowns.
“We have a core of seniors leading the
way,” said O’Connor. “But in terms of
individual performances, you certainly

The

“We can’t sit back,” said Landis, “The

other teams will be looking out for us.”
The tournament this weekend is doubly important because although it is not
part of the regular season, the team’s
performance will count toward its Big
East standing. According to Landis, the
Big East committee will render its
decision either late Sunday or early
Monday as to whether the team will gain
a berth to the tournament.
“We're optimistic about the Big East,”
said Landis, “It’s up to the committee

1,182 total

They are more up for this game than any
other game of the year.”
Georgetown defensive coordinator
Jay Calabrese says there is another
angle.
“It’s a heated rivalry that the kids get
very excited about,” said Calabrese.
“Certainly there’s a little bit of extra
flavor knowing that . . . [a] Catholic
University former player and coach are
over here coaching with us. Mike Kosar
[defensive backfield coach] played wide
receiver for them. Of course [linebacker
coach] Joe Pascale did a tremendous job
coaching Catholic University to national
recognition.”
Since O’Connor took over as athletic
director at Catholic and as head football
coach three years ago, he has seen his
program reap continued success. But for

makes

,
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Field Hockey

Soccer

Catholic
Bows To
Georgetown

Hoyas Prey on
Catholic U., 5-0
as he converted a Hoffmann pass into his
first goal of the season. Hoffmann then
fed John Cronin for the Hoyas’ fourth
goal of the game 31 minutes into the

by Andrew Billig and Porter Grant

\

Special to The HOYA

by Andrew Kim

Senior co-captain Andy Hoffmann
had four assists to lead the Georgetown
soccer team to a 5-0 victory over
Catholic University Tuesday on Harbin
Field.

HOYA Staff Writer

The women’s field hockey team made
the most of its final home game of the
season, crushing crosstown rival
Catholic University 8-2 Tuesday atop
Kehoe Field.
The victory extends the field hockey
team’s winning streak to three and raises
the Hoyas’ record to 7-6, the first time
in two years the team has had a winning
record. Catholic drops to 5-7-1.

~The Hoyas dominated the entire game
dleton

and

Liza

Fox.

Middleton,

a

co-captain Lily Arbab and junior midfielder Lisa Pierce scored a goal each.
“We've scored more goals today than
we've scored in a long time,” said head
coach Yvonne Landis.
The scoring spree started 5:58 into the
game as Middleton raised a penalty shot
into the Catholic goal. She would score
again with 21:20 left in the half off an
assist from Fox. Middleton would score
~ her third goal of the half only 1:55 later
on Fox’ second assist. A little more than

Photo by Brutus Clay

The Georgetown field hockey team raised its record to 7-6 after its 8-2 victory over Catholic Tuesday.
six minutes later Arbab drove all the way

from midfield and scored a corner shot
to put the Hoyas up 4-0.
But the Hoyas weren’t through yet.
Fox scored two goals of her own, the
first with 7:41 left in the half and the
second 2:11 later on an assist from
sophomore attacker Sherri Miles.
Catholic didn’t score until a minute
later, and at the half, Georgetown

comfortably, 6-1.

led

Catholic scored first in the second
half to cut Georgetown’s

lead to four,

but that would be as close as it would
get. Pierce scored with 15:12 remaining,

and Middleton scored her fourth and the
final goal of the game with 2:20 left off
an assist by freshman attacker Kate Duffey to seal the victory for the Hoyas.
Freshman goalkeeper Kathleen
Plunkett had five saves for the Hoyas.
“We’ve finally played today the way

we’ve been wanting to play all season,”
said assistant coach Anne Marie Van
Heuven. “We had a weak start to the
season, but the team has improved greatly the second half of the season. “We’re
very confident and working very well
together. This is reflected in our improved scoring and record. We hope to
take this momentum into the tournament.”
See FIELD HOCKEY, p. 13

coach Keith Tabatznik termed a “mustwin game,” raised the Hoyas’ record to
8-7-1 as they head toward a crucial
match-up tomorrow against Seton Hall.
The Hoyas exploded for 12 shots and
four goals in the first half against the
Cardinals. Todd Kinney scored the first
two goals of the game in one 35 second
stretch. Kinney’s first tally came when
he recovered a loose ball after it had
bounced off a Catholic defender.
Tabatznik said this goal, which was
scored 18 minutes and 46 seconds into
the game, got his team going.
“Once we got the first goal we settled

more today than I normally do.”
Georgetown goalkeeper Bryan
Gowdy recorded his third shutout of the
year. Gowdy was well-protected by the
Hoya defense which only allowed the
Cardinals to get off three shots the entire
game.

of the

season,

It was clear that if we
game and knocked it
we were going to have

With a win over the Seton Hall Pirates
tomorrow, Georgetown (3-0 in the Big
East), will be virtually assured a bid in

again, his fourth goal
at the

19:21

mark

on

the Big East Tournament, Nov. 3-5 at the
University of Connecticut. Tournament

Hoffmann’s first assist of the game.
Senior co-captain Ed Diaz continued the
team’s offensive spurt 59 seconds later

Bl

Volleyball

the ball back, and I went at them a lot

down,” Tabatznik said. “Before that we

were unsettled.
played a simple
[the ball] around,
good results.”
Kinney scored

Hoyas Defeat

Georgetown

kept up its offensive pressure with eight
shots and one goal in the second half.
Hoffmann again was on the front end of
the Hoya goal, this time feeding
sophomore Matt Kops with 23 minutes
left in the game.
Hoffmann attributed his performance
to a renewed aggressiveness.
“I did
what I should have been doing all
[season]. I took the guys on,” he said.
“Keith [Tabatznik] always tells me that
I defend myself too much by bringing

The victory, which Georgetown head

with an offensive onslaught led by the
outstanding play of attackers Kristi Midsophomore, registered a career high four
goals in a single game; Fox, a junior,
added two goals and two assists. Senior

contest.
After the intermission,

invitations will be announced Sunday
night.

Crew

GU Rows Well
In Boston

George Mason

by Chris Brown
HOYA Senior Sports Editor

by Yale H. Yee
HOYA Staff Writer

The youth lightweight four boat finished third in its race at
the Head of the Charles in Boston Sunday in what lightweight
coach Whit Fosburgh termed a great performance. The boat
finished the three-mile course in the youth heavyweight four

In what Georgetown volleyball coach Mila Toribio-Straka
called one of the her team’s most consistent performances this
season, the Hoyas disposed of George Mason 15-6, 15-8, 15-17,
and 15-7, Tuesday night, in Fairfax, Va.

“We're right on track with where we want to be at this time
- of the season,” said Toribio-Straka. “I’m very pleased [with our
play]. It’s taking us to the end of the season peaking.”
The Hoyas (18-14) performed flawlessly in the first game,
connecting on 11 kills in 14 attempts with no errors for a hitting
percentage of .785, the Hoyas’ highest ever.
Toribio-Straka has stressed consistency all season, particularly in the service game, and on this night her team responded.
Freshman Simone Kollman, (.375 hitting percentage) compiled
11 aces on her newly-implemented jump serve.
Fellow classmate Erin Murray was just as successful, tallying
five service aces. Toribio-Straka had freshman Sara Madden
use a floater serve with great success as she notched four aces.
“She is really starting to come alive,” said Toribio-Straka.
The match gave Toribio-Straka the opportunity to give
everyone quality playing time. In the third game, senior setter
Casey Bradley got a breather as Erin Murray took over at setter.

race in a time of 19 minutes, 20 seconds.

Photo by Jim Mangan

The Georgetown volleyball team defeated the George Mason Patriots in four games Tuesday.
Toribio-Straka experimented with different rotations, testing
people at new positions, and worked on quicker attacks on
offense.
“It was a good teaching lesson for the less experienced
players,” she said. “We were able to capitalize on a few things
that we’ve been working on all season.”
Georgetown had no trouble in the final game, winning 15-7.
Madden had an excellent offensive evening, connecting for a

.473 hitting percentage. Seniors Amy Callow and Jessica Ackroyd, along with sophomore Jeanne Erlenborn, led the Hoyas
in the stretch with timely hits.
“This is the best team [I have played for] so far, talent-wise,”
said Bradley. “We haven’t even tapped our potential as a team.

Before, we made stupid mistakes, but we’re starting to come
together and peak at the right time.”

Football

Hoyas

what Las Vegas oddsmaker could
have predicted Hungary’s declara-

back to the good old days of 1986,

tion of democracy without Soviet

tire treads in its backyard? Better

by Gene Wang

yet, who could have foreseen the

Los Angeles Lakers drafting a
Yugoslavian basketball player in
the first round?
With the Cold War melting

HOYA Sports Editor

Tomorrow’s contest against Catholic
University would normally be a game of
reckoning for the Georgetown football
team, especially since the Hoyas’ record
head

coach

would

want

beneath us, Eastern bloc athletes

are catching the next Aeroflot
flight West to cash in their rubles
for a padded paycheck from
American professional teams.

to

evaluate how his team has progressed
since opening day, and how to build for

‘the future. It’s all about that old cliche
which says it’s not whether you win or
lose, but how you play the game.
GU head coach Scotty Glacken said

These days, the sports page reads

there are more important things to worry

about.
“It’s terribly important that we win the
next three games,” said Glacken. “I’m
not looking to teach young people. I'm
looking to win football games.”
That task, however, has not been easy
this year. In fact, the Hoyas’ only two
wins came against the weakest competition of the season. Catholic (5-2), however, ranks in the same class as
Dickinson College and Franklin and

Marshall.

Georgetown

Fosburgh and Johnson were both satisfied with the results
of the other boats as'well. “We improved greatly in every race
[from last year],” said Fosburgh.
The lightweight varsity eight finished 12th overall, and
seventh among collegiate crews, in its race in a time of
17:25.5. The race was won by the U.S. National Lightweight
See CREW, p. 11

]

:

An Invasion From the East
If you think Glasnost has Eastern
Europe in an uproar, take a long,
hard look at the world of sports.
And look some more. Thinking

A

in ahead of such notable collegiate teams as Stanford, Yale,
Harvard, Brown and Wisconsin.

MOLLY SOLOMON

Catholic
Next for

is 2-5.

“They could not have done better,” said Fosburgh. “It was
a phenomenal show.”
“It was mostly into a headwind which favors
heavyweights,” said Fosburgh. The lightweight four competed in the heavyweight race due to a lack of heavyweight
TOWETS.
“They were racing anywhere they could get in,” said head
crew coach Tony Johnson. The boat finished just behind Navy
and Temple in its race on the Charles River. Georgetown came

lost to those

teams, 16-0 and 34-13, respectively.

The rivalry between Catholic and
“Georgetown takes on different meanings for both Glacken and Catholic head
coach Fred O’ Connor.
“We treat all games the same,” O’Connor said. “The only factors might be
that it’s a local rivalry and we’re both
See FOOTBALL, p. 13.

The GU defense, shown here against Johns Hopkins,
Catholic offense Saturday.

must stop a strong

like a who’s who of the foreign
news section. Next thing you
know, Gorby will be throwing out
the season’s first pitch at a Baltimore Orioles game — to a Ukranian catcher named Sergei.
Apple pie, be damned. Where does
the patriotic sports fan stand amid
the perplexing changes? Do we
scrap the GO USA signs left over
from the 1988 Olympics?
If Arvidas Sabonis turns out to
be a monster in the middle and
takes the Portland Trail Blazers to
the NBA playoffs you won’t hear
any nationalist squeaks from disenchanted Oregonians. But it’s the
little cultural idiosyncracies that
are going to irk the typical
American armchair quarterback
when that 375-pound weightlifter
from Lithuania cross trains and becomes a defensive lineman for the

Denver Broncos.
J
The foremost question is how to

deal with the Slavic names? Nicknames remain a staple to sport’s
characters. It’s difficult to insert a
snappy nomer like Earl “The Pearl”
Monroe to someone named Vlade

Divac. Maybe Dick Vitale can do
something with this along the lines
of. . ."Here comes the MAGIC
SLAVIC with a dish off to
JAAMES WOORTHY." Maybe
not. Try this one, Dick: Viacheslav
Fetisov. Don’t worry, he’s a hockey player for the New Jersey
Devils. Let ESPN struggle with it.
It makes a name like Martina Navratilova seem like cake. Ivan Lendl

could have come from Kentucky,
the way this is headed.
How about this brain-teaser? Its
1996 and you’re a die-hard Boston
Celtics fan, Bird-less and all. The

Prague Olympics are on ABC. The
United States, coached by Ray

Meyer’s grandson, is playing
Yugoslavia in the basketball semi-

finals. Easy choice: USA all the
way, right? Wrong. The
Yugoslav’s shooting guard also
stars for your beloved Celts.
Resolution: Go Eastern Europe! A
bunch of Detroit Pistons probably
play for the Americans anyway.
Maybe all this international
blending will help John Thompson
get over the loss to the Russians in
’88. Who knows? A pesky Ukranian forward may someday grace
the Hoya roster as a School of
Foreign Service exchange student.
In the meantime, the Western
LL

Europeans have been getting a little cocky what with their fledgling
European Economic Community
and all. Wasn’t that All-American
kid Danny Ferry the one that
skipped town to play in Italy? And
Brian Shaw, too. Wow! While East
Germany is experiencing “Brain

Drain” with a roaring population
exodus westward, the U.S. is feel-

ing the discomfort of “Muscle
Strain”. Face it, sports fans. Which
would you choose, the Los Angeles
Clippers — the black hole of draft
picks — or risotto-rich Roma?
All the signs point to a one-way
road toward international athletic
integration. Resigned to this fact,
we can welcome the inevitable international professional leagues
with open arms and . . . blood-shot
eyes. Has Tex Schramm realized
that there is an enormous time difference between the Old World and
this one? After living in Italy and
rising at 3 a.m. to watch the Orange
Bowl, I am not an avid supporter of
this expansion. However, as I look

into my crystal ball, I see that the
Dallas Cowboys someday may find
a hearty trade for quarterback Steve
Walsh to the IFL’s Leningrad
Lions.
Call all this xenophobia, if you
like. Maybe it will just take a little
time to become accustomed to the
sports idols of the next generation
— potential New York Yankees
like Vladimir of Vladivostok. But
in the end, the true sports fan will
reply: Don’t say nyet yet. Just win,
baby.

|

